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crisis relocation., as well as other types of civilian evacuation,
presents an environment for increased criminal activity. Alternative
methods of preventina crime can reduce the opportunity for criminal
activity, increase the likelihood of apprehending a criminal, and
increase or conserve law enforcement resources. Similarly, alternatives
to the usual disposition of prisoners in risk areas can reduce demand on
facilities and law enforcement personnel workload. This Guide, prepared
for use by law enforcement and crisis relocation planning personnel,
describes crime prevention techniques and prisoner disposition alterna-
tives potentially useful in crisis relocation periods.
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DETACHABLE SUPHARY

Relocation of citizens in an international crisis situation is
considered to be a key component of the national civil defense program.
Crisis relocation is the controlled, orderly evacuation of a community that
is a possible target for attack by a foreign power. The concept of crisis
relocation is based upon the theory that a threat of foreign attack
(particularly a nuclear attack) could be reduced if citizens in target
(risk) areas were dispersed throughout smaller, non-target (host)
cammunities. Relocation of most of the population of a risk area could
serve as a deterrent to further escalation of the crisis situation, as well
as protect lives if an attack actually occurs. Civilian evacuation may
also be initiated by the threat or occurrence of natural and man-caused
disasters; such as hurricanes and hazardous materials spills.

Prevention of crime during a crisis relocation period is as important 4

as it is difficult. Alteration or removal of the normal crime prevention
activities and resources may require implementation of innovative and
unconventional techniques. In a similar vein, disposition of prisoners
who are incarcerated in the risk area may require alternatives so as not to
place strain on the citizens and facilities in host areas.

This Guide describes alternative techniques for crime prevention and
prisoner disposition that may be used by individual jurisdictions in
planning for crisis relocation. Since each jurisdiction has its own unique
ci rcumstances, no recommendations for or against particular techniques are
made; each jurisdiction can use this Guide to assess its own situation and
select techniques in a rational manner.t



ABSTRACT

A crisis relocation, as well as other types of civilian evacuation,
presents an environment for increased criminal activity. Alternative

methods of preventing crime can reduce the opportunity for criminal

activity, increase the likelihood of apprehending a criminal, and increase

or conserve law enforcement resources. Similarly, alternatives to the

usual disposition of prisoners in risk areas can reduce demand on

facilities and law enforcement personnel workload. This Guide, prepared

for use by law enforcement and crisis relocation planning personnel,

describes crime prevention techniques and prisoner disposition alternatives

potentially useful in crisis relocation periods.
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INTRODUCTION

What i s Cr1 SI s Relocation?

Crisis relocation is the controlled, orderly evacuation of a
comunity which is considered a possible target for foreign attack. Under
this program, citizens in target (risk) areas would be dispersed throughout
smailer, non-target (host) communities upon occurrence of an extremely
severe international situation.

The concept of crisis relocation is based upon the theory that a
threat of foreign attack (particularly nuclear) can be reduced if citizens

are no longer in target areas. Thus, the relocation of the majority of the
population in a risk area could serve as a deterrent to further escalation
of the crisis situation, and could protect lives if an attack actually

* - occurs.

Studies conducted by the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
including surveys of residents in potential host areas, have shown that
crisis relocation is a viable concept. In addition to addressing the
overall feasibility of the concept, research has been conducted in specific
functional areas, such as: transportation, communi cati ons, housing and
finance.

Research into the roles of public safety agencies in a crisis

relocation operation has also been conducted. This effort has resulted in
the identification of major or unique crisis relocation functions in law

IL enforcement, fire protection, and rescue medical services. For each such

function, correspoeding procedures, resources, and management and coordina-
tion requirements have been established. This information is documented in
reports which are available from the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Much of the public safety crisis relocation research is also[

applicable to civilian evacuation; therefore, this Guide, and otherL
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docuents pertaining to tie roles of public safty agencies in crisis

relocation, can be of value in planning for general civilian evacuations.

Why Was This Gude Prmwared?

Crisis relocation, or other evacuation, creates an environment in
which crime can flourish. Prevention of crime in risk and host areas, and
en route to and from these areas, can strain law enforcement resources.
Similarly, the impact of relocating prisoners to host areas can also strain
incarceration facilities. Convetional methos of crime prevention and
prisqne dispohition can, ad should, be apetod by inovative and
unconventi onal technsi ques to maximize resources and reduce workload.

This Suid@ describes virious techniue for crime prevention and
pri soner dispoI tion, and presents a simple mothodolog which can be used
by individual jurisdictions to select methods best suited to their unique
set of circumnstances.

Who Should-UIse This Guide?

This Guide is intended to be used by crisis relocation and l aw
enforcement personel responsible for planig and implementing law
enforcement aPeIcts of crisis relocation activities; in risk and host
areas, anm at municipal, county, sat", ad federal levels.

New oud The fud se?

This Wide ca be used fix two wys:
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It is important to understand the process before deciding upon techniques;
therefore, it is suggested that the user read the Guide thoroughly before

attempting to use it in crisis relocation planning. Because each jurisdic-

tion has a unique set of circumstances, this Guide does not address the

remainder of the planning process - planning for resource acquisition and

Implementation of law enforcement and prisoner disposition during a crisis

relocation period.

What Do These Crisis Relocation Terms Mean?

This Guide includes a few terms associated with crisis relocation
which may not be familiar to public safety officials. These terms are

identified and defined in the following paragraphs:

Risk Area - A comnunity which is (at least potentially)

threatened by an extremely hazardous situation (e.g., natural

disaster, internal threat, severe international crisis). From

* the standpoint of war-initiated situations, these communities

will generally be:

- metropolitan areas with central cities having a population

of 50,000 or greater, and

- areas containing certain important military installations.

H ost Area - A community to which residents of a risk area are

relocated for the duration of the crisis situation.

Crisis Relocation Operation - The entire process of planning and

executing the relocation of the citizens of a given community,

Including information and instruction, relocation, host area

support, and return to the risk area or resettlement to other

areas.

Evacuation - The process of physically relocating risk area

residents to/frm the host areas. (The risk to host area

evacuation is expected to be carried out over a 72-hour period.)

Ido



Public Safety Agencies -Those governmental agencies which are
responsible for law enforcement, fire protection, and
rescue-medical services.

Preparatory Phase - The planni'ng phase prior to a relocation
operation which includes: "normal" readiness during peacetime,
increased readiness during international tensions and crises, and
mobilization of emergency services upon advice from the State
that a crisis relocation is iminent.

Evacuation Phase - The phase (subsequent to the Preparatory
Phase) which begins with an order to relocate the residents of
the risk area, including maintenance and support of essential
risk area production and service activities; protection, support
and care of the relocated population in the host areas; and the
orderly resumption of risk area occupancy and activity (upon an
order to return).

Attack Phbse - This phase includes those activities which are
required only if an attack warning or an actual nuclear attack
occurs.

Return Phase - This phase includes those activities which are
required if no attack occurs, and relocated citizens are expected
to return to the risk area.

Resettlement - Those activities or events in the post-attack
period that include movement of citizens from the original host
areas to othier available host areas.

Critical Workers - Critical workers are those individuals who art
required to maintain the production of essential goods and
services in the risk area. For exple:

- food processing plant employees
- public utilities employees
- public safety personnel.

6



CRISIS RELOCATION AND
EVACUATION SCENARIO

Introduction

A brief description of a crisis relocation operation in the
hypothetical risk community of Yalleyridge is included to assist in an
understanding of the concept and the general roles of public safety
agencies. The scenario describes in narrative form the conditions which
lead to a crisis relocation, as well as major activities of the operation.

This scenario is based upon information contained in previous crisis
relocation research reports.

Background

An extremely severe international crisis excists which could involve
the U.S. in a nuclear war. The President has announced a decision to
relocate citizens of all risk areas.I') Valleyridge is a city located near
a primary military installation, and is thus in a risk area. Because
Valleyridge is a risk area, crisis relocation plans have been developed by
all the-involved public and private organizations in the City and in its
host areas. These plans specify the functions and responsibilities of the
various agencies and individuals responsible for the relocation and
subsequent return of citizens to their homes; or, in the event of actual
attack, the possible resettlement of citizens in other areas.

(I) Forty-five of the United States do not presently have legislation
permitting the state to order citizen relocation. The five states that
can order relocation are: Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Texas.

7



The Valleyridge plan calls for the relocation of approximately 80 per

cent of the population of the risk area. The plan calls for relocation

movement to take place over a three-day period, with an expected stay in

the host area of two weeks. It is expected that a certain portion of the

relocation will be spontaneous -- that is, individuals will relocate upon

their own initiative to their own private destinations, such as the home of

a relative or a vacation home.

Critical industries and services within the Valleyridge risk area

will be maintained throughout the relocation period. Critical workers will

commute from predesignated host areas to their jobs and are the only

people, other than the public safety personnel, expected to be in the risk

area after relocation. The City will not be searched for individuals who

choose not to leave; however, if such individuals come to the attention of

the authorities, they will be transported to a host area.

The crisis relocation plan requires that an adequate level of fire

and police protection be maintained in both the risk and host areas.

Since the Valleyridge risk area and the surrounding host areas are in

different political jurisdictions, the activities of the corresponding

public safety agencies must be coordinated throughout the relocation

period. For the duration of the relocation, personnel and citizens stay-

ing in the risk area remain under the jurisdiction of Valleyridge, while

public safety personnel and citizens assigned to the host area come under
the jurisdiction of the host area. Although an actual attack has not yet

occurred, the National Guard will not be available to assist because it

has been called to active military duty.

:1
Evacuation

Citizens of Valleyridge will be relocated to host areas in the

vicinity of the City. These host jurisdictions have a permanent population

of no more than 20,000 and will be located approximately 50 to 100 miles

from the center of Valleyridge. The host areas will accept relocated

citizens on a 2-to-1 ratio; that is, a given area will accept two new

8



individuals for each permanent resident. Relocation plans designate the

specific location, capacity, and access routes for each host area.
Evacuation routes are two-way paved roads, which are to remain open in both
directions, and equipped with traffic displays. Evacuation will be
primarily by private auto, supplemented by mass transport vehicles. Each
auto will carry four persons. There are designated assembly points along
the evacuation routes where under-occupied private autos and other vehicles
may pick up additional persons needing transportation. Plans have been
made for en route fueling and minor automobile servicing. These services
will be accomplished by increasing the delivery rate for fuel and supplies
to pre-designated service stations along the route. Repair parts and
service items will, however, be restricted to those normally stocked by
service stations.

Individuals will be given specific routes for travel to host areas.
0 Upon arrival, they will check in at a reception center. If there is

available space, the reception center will provide specific housing
assignments; if Vie area is full, individuals will be directed to continue
along the pre-designated route to the next host area. Travel will continue
until available host area housing is located.' Risk area citizens with
specific personal destinations will be allowed to go to such locations.

Valleyridge citizens relocating to a host area may take with them
certain necessary items, such as clothing, food, required medications,
small valuables, and recreational equipment. Possession of weapons,
alcoholic beverages,* and recreational or addictive drugs will be
discouraged. Personal searches will not be conducted; however, if
contraband items come to the attention of the authorities, citizens may be
searched, and, under appropriate circumstances, the contraband seized.

Alcoholic beverages for personal use will be permitted-
excessive amounts will be confiscated.

9
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Neither food nor water will be specifically provided for pets, since

first priority will be the safety and well-being of citizens. Household
pets should be left at home with adequate water and food supplies.

Critical Workers

Critical workers needed to keep essential industries and services
operating in Valleyridge have been identified within the crisis relocation
plan, and will be given a suitable identification card. Lists of critical
workers (names, home addresses, phone numbers, etc.) have been maintained

by employers and, upon the decision to relocate, will be given to the
appropri ate authorities.

Critical workers have been assigned to special host area housing
within 50 miles of their jobs in Yalleyridge; they will be able to commute

daily to their jobs. Essential industries and services will be operated in

12-hour shifts, requiring only two commuting cycles per day. Comuting
will be by mass transit (e.g., bus or train), rather than private
automobile,

Information Dissemination

Through the mass media, including radio, television, and news-
paper, all citizens of Valleyridge have been notified that a relocation is
planned. Specific written relocation information will be provided directly
to citizens. Instructions and route designations will be supplemented via
radio and TV. Written information will be distributed in two ways:

*Evacuation information, including specific instructions and
route designations, will be printed in newspapers.

*Relocation instructions will also be distributed door-to-
door by relocation operation workers.

'I Detailed relocation instructions have been organized according to
geographic area; that is, all citizens within a given area have a unique
route designation. Instructions specify a particular host area to

10
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which persons must go. Numbers of organizations (e.g., professional,
social, religious) may relocate, as a group, to pre-designated host areas.

Relocation instructions state that citizens should use automobiles
(if in good working order). Citizens are encouraged to invite neighbors
and friends to travel with them, so that every vehicle will carry the
maximumn number of passengers. Relocation instructions specify items that
can be taken to the host area and, also, specific items that are not
permitted.

Individuals who do not have their own private means of transportation
will-be instructed to attempt to obtain a ride with a neighbor or friend.
Specific instructions for using public transportation will also be
provided; i.e., assembly locations and departure' times.

Host Area Housing

Host area residents will be encouraged to accept risk area citizens
into their-homes, but will not be forced to do so. Individuals who are not
invited into private homes will be housed in public facilities, such as
schools, churches, motels, bowling alleys, etc. It is expected that some
individuals will arrive with their own housing in the form of campers or
trailers.

Host area resi dents and their "guests8 from Vall1eyri dge will need
* fallout shelters. Relocated citizens will be requested to help upgrade

existing shelters and to construct expedient shelters where necessary.

Return to Risk Areaf

Under no circumstances will relocated citizens who are not designated

as critical workers be allowed to return to Valleyridge prior to the

official announcement of a decision to return to the risk area. f



When officials have declared that it is safe to return to the risk
area, plans which have already been prepared for this purpose will be
implemented. At this time, detailed return instructions will be provided
to the citizens of the Valleyridge risk area who are relocated in each host K
area.

12
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PART 1

EMRGENCY CRIME PREVENTION

1-1 INTPAOUCTION

This portion of the Guide examines the prevention 
of crime during a

crisis relocation period. The process of planning used in this Guide can

also be used by individual jurisdictions for planning emergency crime

prevention: first, expected criminal activity is 
identified; second,

goals, objectives, and priorities for 
crime prevention are set; and, third,

crime prevention techniques are examined 
for applicability and feasibility.

The next three steps - actual selection, planning, and implementation 
of

emergency crim prevention techniques and activities 
- remain for

accomplishment by each jurisdiction. 
Because these latter activities are

highly dependent upon the unique characteristics 
of each jurisdiction, they

are not included in this Guide.

1-2 CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

Introduction

Planning for crime prevention during 
crisis relocation

necessitates some idea of the criminal 
activity likely to occur in

the risk and host areas during each of the crisis 
relocation phases. P

Although a particular crime could occur in both the host and risk

areas in each of the phases, certain 
crimes are probably more likely

to occur in an area during particular 
phases; but no data exist (to

our knowledge) on the probability or frequency of criminal activity

by area and phase. However, in order to lay the grounfwork for

setting priorities for crime prevention activities, a judgmetal

ranking of criminal activities possible in each area and 
In each

phase should be accomplished.

13



Methodology

Each of the criminal *offense classes in the Uniform Crime Reports~1 )

should be reviewed for possible coitent in each of the areas and
phases. A subjective ranking of occurrence likelihood - because of
the crisis - is then assigned: an OW" for an activity more likely to
occur, and an LV for an activity less likely to occur. Results of
on such ranking are shown in Table 1-1.

Discussion

Most criminal activity that is going to increase is expected to
do so in the relocation and return phases because these are the most
unsettled times, involving movement of people and valuables, and with
normal public safety functions disrupted. Such times would be viewed 4

by both the professional and amateur criminal as times during which
individuals, households, and businesses are vulnerable and detection
and apprehension are less likely than during normal times.

It could be expected that of the violent crimes, those such as
murder, manslaughter, and rape would be no more likely to occur
during a crisis relocation period than during normal times, but that
robbery and assault would be more likely to occur during the
unsettled phases of relocation and return. Robbery can be thought to
be more likely because of the transportation of valuables by private
individuals; assault because it is often associated with robbery and
because of tensions arising from competition to find a host area.

()As defined in the OSourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics - 1980% 1
U.S. Department of Justice, 1961.

14
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Crimes against property can be expected to increase during the

relocation and return phases, because of the perceived increased

opportunity for perpetration without apprehension. So-called "white

collar" crimes--fraud, embezzlement, forgery, and arson--may rise

because of the possible opportunity to cash in during unsettled

times.

Other crimes are likely to increase also, especially the carrying

of weapons. This latter is likely to increase for two reasons--one,

more people will want to protect themselves and their property by the

use of weapons; and, two, intensified search for weapons will raise

the frequency of the crime. "Victimless" crimes, such as drug and

liquor abuse (and those deriving from these), and violation of curfew

and loitering, will also likely increase because of the tensions

inherent in a crisis relocation period.

These findings will be used to aid in the establishment of crime

prevention priorities and techniques - future steps in the process.

1-3 CRIME PREVENTION GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PRIORITIES

Introduction

In order to provide a basis for evaluation and selection of crime

prevention methods, a set of goals, objectives, and priorities for crime

prevention during crisis relocation should be developed by each

jurisdiction. The goals and objectives (or perhaps more properly,

subgoals) define in broad terms what needs to be accomplished and are,

therefore, phase-and-area dependent; that is, there are different goals and

objectives for the risk and host areas, and for each phase. The priorities

are simply a rank-ordering of the criminal activities (developed in the

previous step) in each area and phase; thus giving an indication of where,

and upon what, crime prevention resources should be expended.

17
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Methodology

The goals and objectives are developed by stating "needs and wants"

related to preservation of life and property. The goals represent general

ends, whereas the objectives or subgoals represent specific aspects of each !

goal. Thirteen goals and related objectives are listed in Exhibit 1-1;
these may, or may not, be applicable to particular Jurisdictions. Each
jurisdiction should develop its own. It will be noted that a goal state-
ment may also be an objective; for example, "protect people" is a goal, and

it is also an objective of other goals. This should cause no confusion;

this merely means that objective has the same sub-objectives as the goals
objectives. [Recursion such as this is couon - for example, to become.
weal thy may be a goal, and to become wealthy may al so be part (an

objective) of becoming happy.)

Goals and objectives vary depending on which phase and what area of
the crisis relocation is considered. The phase and area dependency of each

goal are shown in Table 1-2.

Development of the priorities requires several steps. First, a

matrix is prepared, in which the crimes to be prevented in order to achieve
each goal and objective are identified. (See Table 1-3A). By totaling

(scoring) the number of goals and objectives each criminal activity could

affect, a frequency table is obtained; which, in turn, yields a

rank-ordering by frequency (see Table 1-3B). This ranking is then weighted

by two factors -- severity and difficulty. The severity factor is a

judgmental ranking of the criminal activity according to the threat to life

and property (see Table 1-3C for the severity ranking). The difficulty

factor represents an assessment of the ease of mitigating a criminal
a-' activity during a crisis relocation - exclusive of resources, such as funds

and personnel. This factor is, in turn, comprised of two elmnts:
attitude of the populace concerning the crime and detection of the criminal

activity. Attitudes of people may not be the same ; during normal times;
for example, "appropriation" (theft) of personal items, such as blankets or

* 18
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Exhibit 1-1

Goals and Objectives

Goal Objective

1. Protect People 1-1 Prevent death
1-2 Prevent physical injury
1-3 Prevent mental injury

2. Protect Property 2-1 Prevent destruction
2-2 Prevent illegal deprivation
2-3 Prevent misuse

3. Evacuate Populace 3-1 Protect people
3-2 Protect property
3-3 Protect transportation

4. Transport People, 4-1 Protect people
Supplies, Equipment 4-2 Protect facilities

4-3 Protect vehicles
4-4 Protect transported supplies,

equipment
4-5 Protect support supplies,

equipment

5. House and Feed Populace 5-1 Protect food sources
in Host Area 5-2 Protect housing

5-3 Protect production/
manufacturing facilities

5-4 Protect transportation

6. House and Feed Insti- 6-1 Protect food sources
tutionalized Persons 6-2 Protect institutionsF
in Risk Area 6-3 Protect transportation

7. Operate Critical Services 7-1 Protect critical workers
and Industries 7-2 Protect facilities

7-3 Protect transportation

8. Feed Critical Workers 8-1 Protect food sources
in Risk Area 8-2 Protect transportation

9. Protect Critical Workers 9-1 Protect permanent shel ters
from Blast and Fallout

A in Risk Area

- 19



* Exhibit 1-1 (CONIT'D.)

Goals and Objectives

10. Protect Populace from 10-1 Protect permanent shel ters
Fallout in Host Area 10-2 Protect expedient shelters

11. Return Populace to Old 11-1 Protect people
Homes 11-2 Protect property

11-3 Protect transportation

12. Relocate Populace to 12-1 Protect people
N4ew Homes 12-2 Protect property

13. Prevent Access to
Destroyed Risk Area

20
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TABLE 1-3B

FREQUENCY RAK- BY CRIME

Rank (1 - LoweSt)

Crimes against persons
murder/non-negligent

mansl aughter 5

negligent manslaughter
rape 6
robbery
assault 6

aggravated 6
- simple

theft 5
- larceny with contact
- larceny without contact 3

sex offenses
offenses against family

and children

Crimes against property
burgl ary
- forcible entry 

12

- unlawful entry 
12

theft 3
- household 7
- business 
- motor vehicle 

8

stolen propertY
- buying, receiving, 1

possessing 
4

fraud3
Sembezzlement 

3

forgery/counterfeitl ng 
3

arson 
10

vandalism 
10

Other crimes
weapons 14
w carrying, possessing, etc.

drug abuse 
3

liquor laws 3
drunkenness 9
driving under the influence I
gambli4ng
pr'ostituti on and 2

commercialized vice 2
disorderly conduct 2
vagrancy
curfew and loitering laws 

13
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TABLE 1-3C

Severity - By Crime

1 2
El

4-1

-J

1 23 45 67 8 910

Crimes Against Persons:
murder/non-negl igent

manslaughter X
negligent manslaughter X
rape X
robbery X
assault

- aggravated X
- simple X

theft
-larceny with contact X
larceny without contact X

sex offenses X
offenses against family

and children X

Crimes Against Property:
burglaryforcible entry

/1 unlawful entry. X
theftI: fr- household X I
- business X
- motor vehicle X

stolen property
buitng, receiving,'-possessing X

fraud X
embezzl ement X
forgery/counterfeiting X
arson X
vandalism X
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TABLE 1-3C (CONT'D.)

Severity - By Crime

IA-

I.I

Other C3rimes:

, weapons
'-carrying, possessing, etc.
,drug abuse X
Sliquo r laws x

drunkenness X
Sdriving under the influence
i gamblitngprostitution and

commercialized vce x
disorderly conduct X

vagrancy xcurfew and loitering laws X

i26
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beds for the common good, may be acceptable. The attitude factor is
Judgmentally determined. The detection factor is a judgmental ranking of
the difficulty of determining that a particular crime occurred. The
difficulty factor and its elements are shown in Table 1-3D.

To obtain the priority score for each crime, the frequency ranking
is multiplied by the severity factor, the attitude factor, and the
detection factor. The crimes are then ranked according to the score,
yielding an overall priority listing. The elements of the priority
determination and the resulting priorities are shown in Table 1-4.

Since a particular crime is judged to be more or less likely to
occur in the different phases of crisis relocation and in the host or risk
area, an overall priority can give only an overall picture. To obtain an
insight into the priorities by phase and area, the expected criminal
activities are used. If a criminal activity is more likely to occur in a
phase or area, its overall score (in Table 1-4) is (arbitrarily) doubled
and entered as that crime's score for that phase and area; the crimes are

then ranked again. This process results in Table 1-5, which may be
considered the priorities for crime prevention in the risk and host areas
for each phase.

Discussion

Based on this analysis, 13 crime prevention goals in the crisis
relocation period have been identified. Priorities for crime prevention
vary by phase and area; but the highest priorities are related to
protection of property, because property-related criminal activity appearsf
to have the highest frequency of occurrence. Again, these goals,
objectives, and priorities may not be directly applicable to a particular
jurisdiction. By using the method described, or another suitable method, a

jurisdiction may develop its own set.
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1-4 CRIME PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Candidate crime prevention techniques are described and assessed
below. The techniques include conventional and unconventional methods
which may or may not be useful to a particular Jurisdiction. A particular
jurisdiction may perform its own analysis, using the methodology described
below, to select techniques most suitable for its unique situation.

Methodology

Candidate crime prevention techniques are first described and
analyzed in some detail; including principle of operation, applications,
feasibility, and resources. Applicability of each technique is then
determined, using judmnt for each crisis relocation phase (preparatory,

* relocation, attack, return, resettlement), each area (risk, host), and the
* criminal activities expected during a crisis relocation period.

Overview of Techniques

Most of the crime techniques are oriented toward protection of people
* and materials located in fixed sites, such as storage areas, business

establishments, and residences. Protection of people and property en route
(such as against hijacking, robbery, etc.) can use some of these
techniques, especially the patrol and self-defense techniques. Techniques
can be categorized as follows:

Identi f icati on

Increasing the likelihood of identifying the perpetrator of
a crime can, in itself, be a crime prevention measure.
Identification of a person involves observation, recording,

reporting, and investigation. Observation and recording,

(which together can be termed surveillance) can be
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accomplished by mechanical means, such as film and video
camera systems; and by humans, such as neighborhood watch
teams. Reporting, or notification, can al so be accompliished
by mechanical means, such as alarm systems; and by humans.
Investigation is usually, and properly, conducted by law
enforcement professionals; in fact, in a crisis period,
investigation accomplished by others--vigilantes--may be
quite disruptive.

Opportunity Reduction

Reduction of the opportunity to coummit crime can be applied

to both the potential perpetrator and the potential victim.
As applied to the potential perpetrator, techniques for
reducing opportunity include: removal of the perpetrator,
removal of the object of the crime, and removal or reduction
in the desire to commit a crime. For example, removal of
all people (except critical workers) from the risk area will
reduce (possibly eliminate) the number of potential perpe-
trators and potential victims of crimes against persons;
storage of valuables in a protected place in the host area

and in the risk area will remove most of the objects of
crimes against property; provision of the essentials of
life, and education of the public in the necessity of

cooperation, will reduce the desire (need) to commiit crime
for survival.

As applied to the potential victim, techniques for reducing

S opportunity include removal of the victim, and removal ofI
the object of the crime. For example, removal of all people

* (except cri tical workers) from the risk area will reduce the
* opportunity for crimes against persons in the risk area, but

will increase the opportunity en route to, and in, the host

areas. Opportunity reduction en route can be achieved, for/
example, through guards on public transportation vehicles
and patrols and chekpoint on highways. Provision of
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adequate shelter, food, and education to obtain and maintain

public cooperation can reduce crimes against persons in the

host areas.

Target Hardening

Physical security of persons and property is perhaps the

most direct and least expensive approach (over the long run)

to crime prevention. It can be used in normal times, as

well as in crisis periods; thus, costs are not attributable

to crisis crime prevention, alone.

Target hardening can be defined as any physical measures

taken to limit, delay, or deny access to persons or

property. Techniques include, for example, locks, barriers,

alarms, guards, patrols, and personal safety preparedness.

Physical security of property may be undertaken by

individuals or families on their own; by groups of peo;le,

such as a neighborhood; and/or by the entire community. For

example, each individual or family could install a vault in

which to place valuables; a neighborhood could place

valuable property in one building protected by a guard, ani

coded locks to which the guard and an individual have

partial combinations; and an entire city could place its

valuables in bank vaults protected by repellents, such as

tear gas or high voltage electricity.

£ EPhysical security can be provided through perimeter, point,

or area protection.

Perimeter Protection

Perimeter protection may well be the most practical, as well

as one of the most expensive, types to install. Sensors are

used to detect the action or presence of an intruder at all
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vulnrabl biing access points such as doors, windows.
skylights, etc. This type of system provides early
detection of an attempted or successful intrusion and
increases the likelihood of apprehension. Although
perimeter protection is sometimes used as the only type of
protection, it is often supplemented by point or area
protection..

The major disadvantage to the use of a perimeter protection
system, alone, is that it offers no protection against
persons who remain hidden inside the premises until after
closing. Under these circumstances, the intruder is able to
burglarize or vandalize a seemingly protected establishment,
signaling his presence only when he leaves the building.
Thus, the chances of apprehending the intruder are greatly

reduced.

Point Protection

As the name implies, point protection is used to detect the
action or presence of an intruder at only a single location.
This type of protection, also referred to as spot or object
protection, may be employed alone in certain limited
situations, but is most often used as a part of a larger
system. Point protection can provide additional security
for certain obvious targets, such as safes, files, vaults,
or other items of high value. Point protection is a 'lackup
system to insure the detection of an attempt to steal.
specific items should an intruder gain access to premises
without being detected.

Area Protection

Area protection, whether alone or in conjunction with a
perimeter system, is used to detect the presence of an
intruder anywhere within a selected area. This type of
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protection is also referred to as space or volume protection
because the sensors respond to intruders anywhere within
their field of view. With some types of sensors, the
detection zone is such that there is no entry point that can
be used by the intruder without his being detected. The
major consideration when using area protection, alone, is
the choice of the proper area to be protected and the pro-
tection pattern of the sensor to be used. Area protection
usually serves as a backup to perimeter protection systems
by detecting the presence of the "stay-behind" burglar or
the intruder who gains entry without triggering the
perimeter al arm.

The extra expense involved in using area protection, in
addition to perimeter protection, can be justified if the
value of the property to be protected is high enough, if the
premises to be protected are highly vulnerable to perimeter
entry, or if the threat includes the probability of attack
from hidden intruders.

Personal security can be achieved by techniques and
equipment to thwart attack, such as physical self-defense

methods and tear gas.

Description of Techniques

Each of the crime prevention techniques is described In some detail
below.

R A. Identification

1. Surveillance Systems

Fixed surveillance systems generally use three types of
J equipment: still cameras, motion picture cameras, and video tape

recorders (television cameras). Inthedicsonblwstlad
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motion picture cameras are grouped into the category of film cameras;
videotape recorders are discussed separately. A comparison of camera

systems is shown in Table 1-6.

1.1 Film Cameras

STILL PHOTOGRAPHY. A good photograph of a crime being

committed can be of great value; for this reason, still
photography is the standard method of surveillance for

anti-crime applications.

A large selection of equipment types and film sizes, from
Bnui to 7Onui, is available for still surveillance photography.
Most can be set to operate on either a continuous or demand
basis, and some have the capability of changing the rate at

which photographs are taken when signaled to do so.

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY. Motion pictures capture more
information than still photographs because more pictures are
taken. However, any sing le frame of motion-picture film will
normally make a poorer print than a still photograph because of
subject motion. Surveillance motion-picture cameras with higher
shutter speeds can eliminate this problem; however, higher
shutter speeds require higher light levels.

Operating costs are greater for motion pictures than for

still cameras of the same film size since more pictures are

taken, and initial equipment costs can be higher. Most experts
W! in surveillance photograpfy recommend still photography;

however, a still camera which normally operates at a slow rate,
but which can be speeded up on demand, may be a good
al ternati ve.
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CONTINUOUS OR DEMAND OPERATION. Still cameras may be

classified as operating either continuously or on demand, but
the distinction is not a firm one. Many systems combine
elements of both modes.

Cameras which operate continuously are known as sequence

cameras. Once started, they continue to operate automatically,
taking pictures at predetermined intervals until the film is
expended.

Demand cameras, on the other hand, remain inactive until

they are actuated by some means. Depending on the application,
the camera may then function continuously, or it may not.

The basic distinction, however, is frequently blurred. Some

equipment can be actuated by a timing device. For example, a

sequence camera can be rigged to operate only during hours where
the basic application requires it - such as when the site is
vacated. Cameras can be actuated by alarms, motion detectors,
sonic detectors, wireless transmitters, switches mounted in

strategic locations, etc. Some sequence cameras have the
capability of increasing the rate at which they take pictures

upon a demand signal.

Sequence cameras, operating continuously over a period of
time, offer more complete coverage at added film cost. The
camera may be set to take pictures at a wide variety of time
intervals - for example, one every second, one every 30 seconds,

Si or one every minute.

.4 1.2 Videotape Recording

Television provides a highly flexible method of surveillance; it
can be adapted to almost any requirement, manned or unmanned. The
output may be taped and studied later, and this tape may be erased
and re-used for a cost saving. Through use of remote-control
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) I devices, recorders and still -photography adapters, television
surveillance may be used to guard against pilferage, robbery,
burglary, unauthorized entry . . .in short, nearly anything. Its

output is immediately available, and, as such, there is no
uncertainty about whether the exposure was correct or whether the
equipment worked. This type of surveillance has one significant
advantage to offer over photography: it can permit apprehending an
intruder in the act.

There are many variables involved in planning a television
surveillance system, particularly from a cost standpoint. The
versatility of the system and its final effectiveness depends upon
how much is put into it. Some of the variables are:

7 . If the output is not taped, equipment costs will be lowered,
but the system will not provide any evidence.

* If one person is not specifically assigned to watch the monitor,
manpower cost will not.be a factor. Taking this cost short-cut
offers the chance of missing a criminal act in progress.

* Manpower cost will vary tremendously, depending on how many
guards are assigned to watch how many monitors.

One drawback to television surveillance which is unmanned and
taped is that someone has to play the tape back and watch it. If
there are eight hours worth of tape, the tape will have to be watched
for eight hours.

Another major disadvantage to television surveillance is that the
quality of still photographs taken off the monitor is not as good as
that from still cameras. When a requirement of the surveillance

system is to obtain evidence to support a prosecution, this drawback, 1
alone, may be enough to rule out television.
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2. Patrol s

Roving patrols are used to observe and deter crime in an area.
Patrolling is usually on a random schedule so that no patrol pattern can be
detected. For small areas, patrolling could be on foot; larger areas would
usually be covered by vehicle. Trained volunteers could be used.

3. Neighborhood Watch Teams

With the increase in burglaries, rapes, vandalism, and other such
crimes, many neighborhoods have established watches to observe and report
suspicious activity. Such schemes can also be used during a crisis
relocation period. A neighborhood watch uses citizens who observe an
assigned area at assigned times, and report any suspicious activity to
police via radio or telephone. The simple fact that such a team is in
operation can act as a deterrent.

4. Crime Tip

This technique is based on the anonymous or secret reporting of a
crime. One example is WeTiP, an anonymous system. A citizen who observes
a crime can report it to a central point, using an "800" number. Anonymity
is preserved by using a code number - not even the receiving operator knows
the identity of the tipster. A reward may be paid upon conviction.

5. Public Information and Educationf

Motivation of the public to aid in the identification of crime
perpetrators can be aided through information and education programs. Such
programs can be coupled to crisis relocation programs. Materials may be
available from various sources, such as the WeTiP program, the Secret
Witness program, the U.S. Department of Justice, the U.S. Department of
Comerce, and others.
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B. Opportunity Reduction

1. Citizen Relocation

The evacuation of citizens from the risk area will reduce the

opportunity for crime in that area. The opportunity for crime en route to,
and in, the host areas may increase, however.

2. Supply of Essential Resources

Much crime, especially in times of crisis, is related to lack of
essentials for life, such as food, water, shelter, fuel, and medicines. If
such essentials are, in fact, or perceived to be, unavailable, criminal
activity may result. Provision of such essentials must be assured en route
to, and in, the host areas during the relocation and attack phases; and en

* route to, and in, the risk area during the return and resettlement phases.
Some of this responsibility can be placed on the citizens, but, for the

* most part, governmental agencies must prepare for and provide life
essentials..

3. Storage of Valuables

Reduction of crime can be achieved by temporary storage of valuables.*1 Citizens being relocated from the risk area may deposit their valuables in
a central repository in the risk area If they desire; similarly, host area
residents may deposit their valuables in a central repository in the host

area. Many citizens being relocated may, however, be reluctant to leave
valuables behind. Means should be devised to provide safe transport and
storage of valuables in host areas.

Certain materials may be prohibited during crisis relocation:

weapons, non-prescription drugs, excessive alcohol, explosives, etc.
Confiscation and storage of these would reduce the opportunity for unlawful

activity to obtain and use such materials. Storage could be in either the
risk or host areas. Placards could be posted to indicate the remval of
the ite'i.
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5. Citizens Activities

Enforced idleness usually leads to mischief, or worse. Relocated
citizens can be engaged in useful activities, such as teaching, child care,
erection of expedient shelters, etc.; and in recreational activities. Such
occupations can reduce the opportunity and desire for criminal activity.

6. Public Information and Education

Motivation of citizens to participate in the various programs to
reduce the opportunity for crime can be aided through public information

and education efforts. All public media, and private groups such as
churches and neighborhood associations, can be employed to devise and

disseminate the information.

C. Target Hardening

1. urvillnceSystems

1.1 Intrusion SensorsSelecting the proper sensors for an intrusion alarm system issomewhat complicated. In most cases, it would be possible to use any
of several different types of sensors for the same general type of
protection. Table 1-7 lists the sensors that are coimuonly used for
each of the basic types of protection: point, perimeter, and area.

dvcstaacasarpaeetfrahuaoseeroasThe sensors of an alarm system are electronic or electromagnetic

supplement to human observation. For example, when an intruder opens
a door, a switch sensor could be used to detect that it has been
opened--an action that would be obvious if one were watching the
door. In this instance, the method of detection is extremely simple

-a switch actuation. Modern technology, however, has developed
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sensors that use complex detection mechanisms. Sophisticated sensors
are designed to "seem and signal an alarm in response to a specific
stimulus or source that is considered to result from the action or
presence of an intruder (movement, body temperature, footsteps,
etc.). Sensors, however, lack human judgment. When a sensor detects
that which it is designed to detect, it will signal an alarm; thus,
motion sensors will respond to animals as though they were human
intruders.

TABLE 1-7

Applications Of Intrusion Alarm Sensors

40

Sensor Poi nt Perimeter Area

Dry Contact Switches + 0
Magnetic Switches $ .0

Mercury Switches + 0
Metallic Foil + *+ I
Wire Screens +
Trip Wire o0
Pressure Mats +
Pressure Ribbons .. +
Pressure Wafers o 0
Acoustic Sensors o0
Ultrasonic Motion Sensors 0 0
Microwave Notion Sensors 0 +
Photoelectric Sensors:

Passive 0
Activeo o

Capacitance Sensors .+ +
Vibration Sensors + +
Infrared Motion Sensors 0 + +

*Good Application
+Limited Application
o Not Applicable
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The principles of operation of common intrusion alarm sensors are
discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

1.1.1 Switch Sensors

The switch sensor (also known as a "contact") is
probably the most frequently used intrusion alarm sensor.
Switches incorporate electrical contacts that make or break
an electrical circuit in response to physical movement.
They are used in perimeter protection systems to detect the
opening of doors and windows.

The dry contact switch is a mechanical switch similar to
a light switch; several different designs are used. A
plunger switch is designed to be installed in a door or
window jamb, and operates like the switch that turns on the
interior lights when a car door is opened. Others have
small levers that are displaced by the movement of the door 4
or window to activate the contacts.

A trip switch is a mechanical switch designed so that
the contacts close when a small p1lug is removed from the
body of the switch. In one application the switch is
positioned on a wall, perhaps in a corridor, slightly above
the floor. A thin wire is attached to the switch plug and
stretched to a fixed point on the opposite wall. If an
intruder walks into the wire, the plug is pulled out and the
alarm is sounded. Trip switches are also used on overhead

doors.

Intrusion alarm systems often use magnetic switch
sensors. Like any electrical switch, magnetic switches can
be obtained with either normally open or normally closed
contacts. Most intrusion alarm systems use the normally
closed type of switch regardless of whether it is
mechanically or magnetically actuated.

45
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The magnetic switch consists of two components, each

contained in a separate housing. The switch is a pair of
contacts that will open or close when subjected to a

magnetic field. A separate magnet is mounted near the
switch to set the contacts to the normal position. The
magnet is mounted on the movable member of the item that is
being protected, such as a door or window sash. When it
moves away from the switch, the contacts are actuated.

Since the switch contacts are held in their normal
position by a magnetic field, it is possible to place a
strong magnet near the switch and, thus, prevent the
contacts from actuating when the switch magnet is moved
away. For this reason, a second type of magnetic switch,

the balanced magnetic switch, has been developed. This
employs two magnets with fields that interact to produce a
net field surrounding the switch contacts. The balance of
this net field is so critical that if it is disturbed by
p1lacing a non-system magnet near the switch, the contacts
will be actuated to signal an alarm.

Mercury switches, which are also called "tilt switches,"
are used, for example, to detect the movement of a transom.
The mercury switch consists of contacts within a sealed unit
containing a small pool of mercury. When the switch is

tilted, or pivoted in a vertical plane, the mercury rolls 1
between or away from the contacts to either complete or open(-
an electrical circuit.

1.1.2. Metallic Foil

Metallic foil, one of the simplest intrusion alarm

sensors, is commonly attached to glass to detect breakage.
When the glass is broken, the foil also breaks and an alarm
is signaled. Metallic foil can be easily damaged by routine
housekeeping activities such as cleaning; therefore, it is
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normally covered with a thin coat of shellac or varnish
after it has been attached with adhesive to the glass
surface.

1.1.3 Wire Screens

Wire screens or grids are sometimes used in intrusion

alarm systems. This is a closely-spaced pattern of thin
electrical wires, usually forming a grid pattern 10 to 15
centimeters (4 to 6 inches) square. Such a grid can be used
to detect forced entry through walls, ceilings, doors, etc.
The wire can also be incorporated into the mesh of a normal
window screen. When a wire is broken, an alarm is sounded,

just as with metallic foil on a window.

When a wire screen or grid is used, it is most often
covered with wallpaper, building material, or some other
material, both to conceal it and to protect it from being

broken by normal housekeeping.

1.1.4 Pressure Mats

Pressure mat switches are basically mechanical switches. In

intrusion alarms, the pressure mat is most frequently used as a
backup system; for example, to detect an intruder stepping on the
floor below a window through which entry has been gained without1'
actuating the perimeter system. Pressure mat switches are also
used as "traps" because they can be hidden under the carpet in
front of a likely target such as a valuable appliance, on stairs,
and in corridors which one would expect an intruder to use.

Pressure mats are versatile sensors.* Al though normally
designed to actuate In response to a weight of 7 kg (15 pounds),

it is possible to obtain them witth either higher or lower
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sensitivity. They are available in a large variety of sizes,

IF ranging from approximately 1 centimeter (less than 1/2 inch) to
over a meter (several feet) in width, and in almost any length.

1.1.5 Acoustic Sensors

Sound sensors detect intrusion by detecting noise created
during an attempt to break into a protected area. These devices
consist of a microphone and an electronic processor. When the
sound level increases beyond the limit normally encountered in
the area, the unit signals an alarm. Sound sensors are most
often used to protect vaults.

Sound sensors respond to continuous noise, such as that
produced by drilling or sawing through a structure, but can also
employ integration or pulse counting circuits. Pulse counting is
used to detect noise from tools such as hamers, which do not
produce a continuous sound. The integration feature examines the
noise detected by the microphone over a short time interval, and
an alarm is signaled if the total energy accumulated from all
noise exceeds a preset level. Thus, the noise from a single
large pulse, such as that from an explosion, will also cause the
sound sensor to signal an alarm.

In some instances, a sound sensor may be used in an area that
contains a source of audible noise, such as a compressor or a fan
motor. Because such equipment only operates intermittently, it
may be difficult to adjust the threshold sound level to allow
proper response to intrusion noises. For such applications,

sound sensing units are available that use a cancel-microphone,
in addition to the nne used to detect attack noises. The cancel-
microphone is placed close to the source of intermittent sound,
and the processing unit subtracts the cancel-microphone signal
from that of the intrusion sound sensing microphone.
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Certain sound sensor units enable a guard to listen directly
to the sounds within the protected area by playing the microphone
signal through a conventional radio speaker.

1.1.6 Ultrasonic Motion Detectors

Ultrasonic motion detectors operate by sensing the presence
of an intruder through the effect of motion upon a field of
ultrasonic energy (high frequency sound), within a volume of
space. Most ultrasonic motion sensors generate signals in the
range between 19 and 40 kilohertz, which is above the frequencies
audible to humans. Movement within the field of ultrasonic
energy causes the frequency of the reflected signal to change.

Ultrasonic motion detectors use a transmitting element to
generate the ultrasonic energy, a receiving element to monitor
the frequency of the signal, and an electronic processing circuit
that compares the transmitted and received signals. A variety of
signal processing techniques are used.

Monostatic ultrasonic motion detectors enclose the
transmitting and receiving elements in a single unit, and are
used to protect a volume of perhaps 6 by 9 meters (20 by 30 feet)
in a room with a ceiling up to about 3.5 meters (12 feet). These
units are normally mounted on a wall or at a ceiling corner.
Bistatic ultrasonic motion detectors employ separate transmitting
and receiving elements. Often, both elements are located
remotely from the processor, and the system can be designed to

-I ~ use multiple receiving elements with a single transmitting
element. A typical installation would include a single
transmitting element mounted in the ceiling near the center of
the room, with two or more receiving elements, also mounted in
the ceiling, around the transmitting element. In some cases,
bistatic units are designed to allow the use of both multiple
transmitting and receiving elements.
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Ultrasonic energy can be completely contained within a room,
for it will not penetrate most structural materials; and it is,
like any sound energy, absorbed by carpet, draperies, and
acoustical tile. Obstructions within a room will reflect the
ultrasonic energy, and will distort the shape pattern of the
transmitted energy. In addition, large objects, such as tables
or cabinets, can block the ultrasonic signal and create blank
spots. The detector will not respond to motion within such
areas.

1.1.7 Microwave Motion Detectors

Microwave motion detectors are used to sense the presence of
an intruder within a volume of space or an area. Detection
ranges of several hundred feet are not uncommon for microwave
motion detectors, and are frequently used in outdoor
installations. These devices transmit a high frequency electric
field that is monitored by a receiving antenna. The frequency of
the electric field changes when reflected from a moving object,
and an electronic processor circuit compares the transmitted
frequency with that which is received, signaling an alarm when a
change in frequency is detected.

The microwave field can be generated in all directions, just

as light from a bare light bulb is radiated in all directions, or
it can be transmitted in a controlled pattern similar to the
focused light beam from a flashlight.

Bistatic microwave motion detectors utilize separate
transmitting and receiving antennas mounted at opposite ends of
the space or area to be protected. Monostatic units have the
transmitting and receiving antennas mounted in the same unit,
sometimes using a single antenna to both transmit and receive the
microwave signal. The detection range of a microwave motion
sensor is dependent upon the electrical power of the transmitted
field, the shape of the field, and the operating frequency. The
most commonly used frequencies are between 915 and 10,525
megahertz.
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Microwave energy will penetrate and pass through nearly all
building construction material, but is reflected from metal. The
amount of penetration increases as the microwave frequency
decreases. Since the field from a microwave motion sensor will

penetrate non-metallic walls, proper application is important.
If the field is not contained within the desired area or space,

the microwave motion detector can respond to motion in adjoining
rooms, or to motion outside the building. On the other hand,
metal surfaces or structural steel within walls and floors will
reflect the microwave energy and can distort the shape of the
field so that the detector will respond to motion in areas not

desired to be included within the field.

Equipment specifications will normally include sketches of
the microwave field shape for each antenna, but the actual field
of an individual unit will vary somewhat from that indicated.

Each antenna will have its own unique transmission
characteristics.

Although various processing circuitry is used in microwave

motion detectors, practically all systems accomplish detection on

the basis of frequency shift. The basic logic of the alarm/
circuit can use different criteria to interpret what signal will
be judged to constitute an alarm. There will be differences in
the amount of frequency change or the value of the integration

time constant (the minimum period of time that the frequency
change must be present) before an alarm is signaled. Some
equipment is designed so that a specific sequence of signal
events must occur before it will signal an alarm.

1.1.8 Infrared Motion Detectors

Infrared motion detectors are passive sensors, because they
do not transmit a signal for an intruder to disturb. Rather, a
source of moving infrared radiation is detected against the
normal radiation environment of the room. These detectors are
designed to sense the radiation from a human body moving through
the optical field of view.
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Infrared motion detectors are normally sensitive enough to

sense the moving radiation from a human at distances of 9 meters
(30 feet) or more. Temperature changes of the room or stationary
items within the room do not cause the infrared motion detector
to sound an alarm. Since these devices rely upon the differences
in radiation between the room and an intruder, use in a roomi that

is maintained at a temperature approaching that of a human body
limits the effectiveness of the device.

Infrared motion detectors use an optical system to project an
image of the area within their field of view onto a radiation
sensor. Some of these detectors employ a very narrow field of
view and are useful for point protection, to monitor a long
narrow corridor, or to provide line protection. Those designed
to provide a wide field of view utilize either continuous area
coverage or multiple zone coverage. In the first type, the
detector will sense a moving source of radiation anywhere within
the image that is formed on the radiation sensor. In the case of
the zone type detector, the radiation sensing element consists of
many individual sensors, each located at a specific point within
the radiation image so as to sense moving radiation from a small/
area or volume within the total field of view. When using a zone

type detector, alignment is critical. Wide angle infrared motion

detectors normally have a field of view in excess of 90 degrees,
and when mounted in a ceiling corner can provide good coverage of

a 9 x 9 meter (30 x 30 foot) room. Infrared motion detectors
with wider fields of view are available for use as wall-mounted

a' installations.

1.1.9 Photoelectric Sensors

Photoelectric sensors may be active or passive, and may use
either visible or infrared light. Visible light is usually
unsuitable for intrusion alarm systems, because the light can be
detected and avoided. Passive infrared photoelectric sensors are
essentially the same as the Infrared motion sensors described
above.



Active infrared photoelectric sensors use a narrow beam of
invisible infrared light directed across a corridor, along a
wall, or across a path that one would expect an intruder to
travel. A receiver monitors the beam and signals an alarm if the
beam is interrupted.

Infrared photoelectric sensors use infrared laser sources or
white light sources and infrared filters. Many sensors utilize
high energy sources that are capable of transmitting a beam over
distances of more than 100 meters (more than 300 feet) and are

most commlonly used in outdoor systems.

Frequently, the sensor's transmitter or light source and
receiver are separate units; many, however, mount the source and
receiver in the same housing. These systems, called retro-
reflection systems, require the use of a mirror to return the

beam to the receiver. Mirrors can be used to direct the
protective beam around the entire perimeter of an area or along
almost any desired optical path.

Because the receiver is so designed that it will not signal
an alarm as long as it is exposed to infrared radiation, it would
be a simple matter to shine infrared radiation from a flashlight
or other light source into the receiver optics and thereby defeat
the system. Most infrared photoelectric sensors prevent such
action by modulating the light source. The light beam is
transmitted as a series of pulses, rather than as continuous
radiation. The electronic circuit of the receiver is designed to
signal an alarm if the received radiation is not properly
modulated.

1.1.10 Capacitance Sensors

Capacitance sensors monitor the capacitance (capacity for the
storage of electrical energy) between specific metal objects and
the electrical ground of the earth. Any metal object that is
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electrically insulated from the electrical ground of the earth
will have a capacitance associated with it. The capacitance
sensor is connected to the metal object, such as a filing cabinet
or a safe. The electrical field surrounding the protected object
is disturbed when an intruder enters the field, causing the
overall capacitance to change. The sensor signals an alarm in
response to the change in capacitance.

The electronic processing circuitry of the sensor can be
adjusted to respond both to the total capacitance change and the
rate of change of the capacitance of the protected object. These
devices can be used to protect one or more objects, depending
upon the design of the sensing circuit.

Capacitance sensors can also be used with grid wir"! s or

screens to protect an area, such as a wall or a window.

1.1.11 Vibration Sensors

Vibration sensors are used to detect the presence of an
intruder by monitoring the vibrations produced when attack tools
are used to penetrate the structure members (such as walls or
floors) of a building.

The simplest of the vibration sensors is a mechanical switch
designed so that the contacts vibrate with the surface on which
they are mounted. When the vibration level exceeds a preset
level, the contacts signal an alarm.

Contact microphone vibration sensors are used for the same
purpose. The microphone vibration sensor is an electromechanical
device that produces an electrical signal proportional to Its
physical displacement. These devices operate on a principle
similar to that of a phonograph pickup and are used with a
processor such as that used in a sound sensor. In fact, some
sound sensing devices are designed to accept signals from both
sound sensing microphones and contact vibration microphones.
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1.1.12 Visual

Targets may be placed under surveillance by a variety cf
visual methods, all of which have been previously discussed In
one form or another. These methods include: television;
infrared detectors; and visual observation via peepholes, roving
patrols, and guards. All of these require manned stations for

real-time action.

1.2 Alarms

In order for an intrusion sensor to be of value, it must be
connected to an alarm. There are many such alarms: television
monitors, annunciator panels with lights and aural devices (horns,
whistles, bells), and radio devices (voice, beeper). Alarm stations
must be manned, or placed in a location where personnel can respond to a
visual or aural signal. Sensors can be connected to alarms via hard
lines or by radio.

2. Property Identification

Marking property with a distinctive mark or number, such as a name,t
driver's license, or social security number, would make disposal or overt
use of such property difficult. Removal of the mark would be obvious, and
would have the same result; except that the property owner could not be
identifiled by the distinctive mark.

3. Barrier Systems

Target hardening can be achieved by denying access to the target.
Systems which do this are called barriers, and are described below.
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3.1 Sound

Sound systems are used as audible alarms in current security

systems. The disabling effects of sound have been investigated as

both a riot control technique and a forced entry deterrent.

Commercially-available audible alarms are currently in use at ranges
from 110 db to 145 db.

Sound will warn the intruder that his presence has been

detected. Speech interference or masking of communications will

occur between 100-120 db at frequencies comparable to the human voice

(600-4800 HZ). This Is considered sufficient to preclude effective
verbal communications between two individuals separated by six

inches. Intense sound greater than 120 db may result in disturbing

physiological effects including disequilibrium (loss of balance),

dizziness, nausea, and involuntary eye movement.

Certain types of sound conditions could cause partial

disorientation; in general, however, the extent of the effect can
neither be predicted nor controlled.

3.1.1 "Acoustic Barrier" Intrusion Deterrence System

Approximately I kilowatt of time-varying current
delivered to a properly-matched transducer assembly will /
project a 128 db sound "barrier" over a limited azimuth on

It- a radius of over 60 feet. A multi-element transducer is

used for shaping and forming the pattern of energy to

maintain a 128 db barrier through an azimuth of 1800 with

sufficiently high front-to-back ratio so that personnel

outside of the forward hemisphere suffer no discomfort.

Equipment includes a transducer assembly, solid state

amplifier, power driver, trill siren with audio input,

converter with battery power supply, and remote controls

with microphone, on and off trill siren switch and volume

control.
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One hundred twenty (120) db is considered the pain
threshold for human beings. "Trill" modulation at high
levels may effect cerebral activity in the beta frequency
range causing disorientation, in addition to the distrac-
tion of intense sound. The 128 db figure was arbitrarily
chosen as the nominal acoustic pain threshold for non-
damaging short-term exposure to a complex frequency
structure. It is believed that the sound may negate
Industrial ear protection through bone conduction. The
system was originally developed for long distance public
address from vehicles and aircraft.

3.1.2 "Earsplitter" Audible Alarm

The "Earsplltter" is a high intensity siren capable of
producing up to 113 db at 10 feet. The siren is composed
of a compact speaker, an electronic siren driver, ancillary
wiring, switches, and batteries. The audible alarm, which
provides psychological deterrence only (distracting noise),
is commercially available and used in a variet~y of

industrial security applications.

3.1.3 "Silent Watchman Alarm" Audible Alarm

This is an audible alarm combined with a passive
infrared detector which utilizes a high-peaked warbling

siren producing 122 db at 10 feet. The audible alarm will
provide psychological deterrence only (distracting noise).

This system is commercially available, and is in use in
a variety of industrial security applications.
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3.2Lit

Certain lighting techniques have been examined for potential
use, capitalizing on human response to glare, brilliant flash, and

stroboscopic or flicker effects:

Disability Veiling Brightness (DYB) techniques have

been developed to obscure targets by directing glare
into the eyes of an adversary.

* Flash luminaries are known to cause temporary flash
blindness with recovery times ranging from a few
seconds to over two minutes.

* When a human subject looks at light flickering at a

frequency of about 9-12 HZ, the alpha component of the 4

brain waves is increased; the effect is known as photic

driving. The subjective experience that accompanies
photic driving is usuall y unpleasant and may include
dizziness, nausea, nervousness, and strong urges to
escape the situation. Photic driving will trigger an
attack in epileptics.

Evidence suggests a wide range of effects from these light
sources which can neither be predicted nor controlled.
Distraction, rather than incapacitation, would be the most
common result.

3.2.1 *Super Strobe" Security and Safety Light

The Super Strobe is a high-intensity strobe light
capable of producing up to 4,000,000 candlepower at a
distance of four inches fro the center of the light
source. The flash rate is adjustable, providing 70 to 110
flashes We minute. The light is composed of a Xenon flash
tube with optics, toroidal dome lens, power supply, and



auxiliary wiring switches and batteries. In order to

temporarily blind a potential adversary, the most effective
mode would be very short duration, repetitive (1 second
interval), high-intensity bursts of light in a low ambient

light environment.

Effects will vary between individuals and are very

subjective. Protective equipment, such as goggles with
high density filters, would mitigate the effects.

3.3 Electricity

Mon- lethal electrical shock has been used in a variety of

weapons developed for law enforcement use. The spectrum of
physiological effects produced by variations of voltage, current,

power and frequency range from the tingle of a mild electric shock of

low amperage to painful shocks and burns of high voltage systems.
The alternating current "No Let Go" (t4LG) Threshold has been

established through experiments at 15.9 ma for men and 10.5 ma for
women. This represents the 50% tolerance level in each case.
Impulse shock hazards from high voltage, high direct current, and
short duration episodes range from headache, burns, and paralysis, to
mental dysfunction. A maximum nonfibrillating current of 67 ma and a
minimum fibrillating current of 107 ma have also been established
through tests on animals.

3.3.1 "TASER" Electrical Wleapon

The TASER is a battery-operated device the size of a
large flashlight, which contains a cartridge-like insert
that, when activated by a small charge of powder, propels
two small darts. Each dart is connected by an 18 foot wire
to the transformer power source with the TASER. The darts
imbed themselves in either the skin or clothing of a
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subject and provide a path for an electric shock from the
power source. The darts will penetrate human skin to a
maximum depth of 5/16 of an inch.

The target becomes completely immobilized and
incapacitated and may suffer eye injury. The TASER output

current is about twice the No-Let-Go (ULG) current level
and appears to be close to the level that can cause

ventricular fibrillation and death; but the heart does not
respond to the higher frequencies used in the TASER.

Although considered non-lethal for most individuals,
the TASER has been classed as a firearm and is sold by
licensed firearms dealers only.

3.3.2 Fence Charger System

The Fence Charger System utilizes commercially-

available fence charging devices connected to en

electrified grid barrier. The system consists of the

charger, a 100,000 ohm high voltage resistor, the grid, and
floor plate or screen. The intruder receives a non-lethal
shock if contact is made with gridwires and floor plate, or
horizontal wires.

The system may be compromised by electrical shorting.
There is a possibility that the shock could be lethal to

some subjects under some conditions.

3.4 Dispensable Materials

Materials dispensed upon the discovery of attempted forced entry
are used to delay or deny access.
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3.4.1 Rigid Polyurethane Foam

Two components--polymeric isocyanate and a prepolymer--

are stored separately, and, when activated, are mixed to

form a quick-hardening solid foam to fill voids. The rigid

foam solidifies in a few minutes, at a density of a few

pounds per cubic foot. Expansion ratios of 1:30 have been

achieved. Uses include blocking passageways or encapsulat-

ing valuable items. Rigid foam is sufficiently tough to

create considerable delay to an intruder attempting forced

entry.

Potential hazards include chemical toxicity, the

possibility of entombment in the foam, and exposure to high

temperatures. The foam can be dispensed at a slow enough

rate to allow escape.

Removal of the foam may be accomplished by chain saw,

shovel, and sand blasting. Rigid foam is unusually

persistent.

3.4.2 Sticky Thermoplastic Foam

This material is a liquid, produced by dissolving a

thermoplastic hydrocarbon resin in a liquid fluorocarbon

solvent stored under pressure. Chlorinated paraffin is

added as a fire retardant and a silicone surfactant is D

added to enhance deployed stability. When the liquid

vaporizes, bubbles are formed in the resin solution,

creating a low-density sticky foam. Expansion ratios of

1:40 are normal. Temperature strongly influences sticky

properties.

One concept involves the use of a sticky foam stored

under pressure in modular barriers along the walls.

Detection of penetration would cause the foam to pour out

throu, a hole, entangling the intruder, and fouling tools.
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Hazards include getting resin in one's eyes and

exposure to chlorinated solvents.

3.4.3 Slippery Materials

Originally developed as a tool for area denial during

civil disturbances, this material is a high molecular

weight water soluble polymer which is dispensed as a dry

powder, and, when water is introduced, becomes extremely

slippery. The material can be used on any smooth surface.

It is commercially available as "Instant Banana Peel" and

"Supersl ip."

Hazards include risk of injury from falling. Materials

are unusually persistent. (In an iutdoor environment, the

material became active whenever the surface was wet, over a

six-month period.)

3.4.4 Ballistically-Actuated Water Cannon (BWC)

The BWC is a cartridge-actuated water pumping device

originally designed for truck installation, which could be

used in civil disturbance operations. It can be fired by a

single operator and is magazine-fed to provide both single

shot and semi-automatic firing capability. The BWC can

project a shot of 1.5 gallons of water through a 1.375 inch

diameter nozzle at a muzzle velocity of 161 fps.

The BWC is capable of knocking down an intruder with

water impact at ranges of up to 70 feet.

Tests conducted on swine resulted in undesirable

physiological effects at close ranges (6.5 and 15 feet).
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3.4.5 Portable Pumping System (PPS)

The PPS is a skid-mounted pumping system deployed on a
truck. It requires two operators, and can be actuated in a
continuous stream of water or pulsed firing mode. The
deluge gun is mounted over the engine and pumps to provide
complete 360 degree rotation, as well as vertical travel.
The unit is self-contained, but requires gasoline and a
battery for the internal combustion engine which drives the
centrifugal pump. The water tank has an 800 gallon
capacity. Water pulses of 2.9 or 1.6 gallons can be

projected with an average velocity of 164 feet per second.

The PPS is capable of knocking down an intruder with
water impact, at ranges up to 70 feet.

.;curants

Obscurants can be used to create a visual impairment. Visual

field blanking will disorient an intruder and make visually-demanding

tasks difficult.

3.5.1 Chemical Smoke Generator

The reaction of liquid titanium tetrachloride with a
solution of ammionium hydroxide forms fine particulates of
titanium dioxide and ammonium chloride, creating a dense
white cloud called Cold Smoke. The self-contained
generating equipment uses nitrogen pressure to spray the

two liquids through atomizing nozzles into the air where
they mix and react. Expansion ratios from 103to 11

have been observed. The visual blanking effect is
extremely disorienting and will make any task requiring

vision extremely difficult.
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Equipment corrosion and safety hazards to personnel are
minimized by the choice of titanium tetrachloride and
ammnonium hydroxide. Clean-up can be accomplished by power

wash out the residue.

3.5.2 Cartridge Smoke Generator

The cartridge smoke generator is designed to dispense
HCL and NH 4OH to produce ammonium chloride smoke. The
generator will produce a dense white cloud within 5-10
seconds of initiation, obscuring a volume of approximately
8,000 cubic feet.

Disorientation by visual field blanking and some
irritation from the smoke make tasks requiring vision
difficult.

3.5.3 PVC Hydraulic Smoke Generator

The PolyVinyl Chloride Hydraulic Smoke Generator

produces an ammonium chloride cloud, obscuring a volume of/

Disorientation from visual field blanking and
Irritation from the smoke will make tasks requiring vision
difficult.

JR 3.5.4 *Hydrogen Chloride Gas/Ammonia Gas Smoke Generator

Uses HCL and N4H40H to produce ammionium chloride gas,
and is an extremely expensive unit.

Disorientation from visual field blanking will make
tasks requiring vision difficult.
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3.5.5 Stabilized Aqueous Foam Generator

High expansion aqueous foam is formed from a water and

detergent solution. The expansion is achieved by coating a

net or screen with this solution and then blowing air

through the net or screen to produce bubbles. An expansion

ratio of 1:600 at greater than 8,000 cubic feet per minute

has been achieved.

Visual field blanking causes disorientation and makes

tasks requiring vision difficult.

Clean-up consists of knocking down the foam with water

spray and flushing out the residue. No hazards to people

exist. Aqueous foam also provides a fire-fighting

capability.

3.6 Chemical Agents

3.6.1 Riot Control Agents (CN, CS, CR, DM, and others)

Common riot control agents (tear gas) incapacitate

intruders. Tear gas can be deployed in gaseous or liquid

form from pressurized containers or from capsules or vials

which are crushed.

Riot control agents (tear gas) incapacitate

which, in very low concentrations, act primarily on the

eyes, causing intense pain and lacrimation (tearing). The

maximum effect is total incapacitation. At high

concentrations, tear gas may be lethal, especially within

enclosed areas.

CN (Chloracetophenone) is in common use by law

enforcement agencies. CS (Ortho-Chlorobenzalmalonitrile)

has been adopted by the U.S. Army as its standard tear gas.
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In an indoor situation, the concentration-time products

expected to incapacitate 84 per cent of those exposed (ICT
84) and the concentration-time products expected to be

lethal to 1 per cent of those exposed (LCT 1) for Agent CS

and CN are listed below:
I.-

ICT 84 LCT 1

mg-min/cu.m. mg-min/cu.m.

CS 22 3800

Cm 182 600

Gas masks can be used to prevent exposure to tear gas.

3.6.2 Malodorous Compounds

Milodorous substances can be used as a barrier. The

most promising compound consists of 20% phenyl mercaptan,

10% diethyl sulfide, 10$ isovaleric acid, and 60% t-butyl

mercaptan.

The effect is psychological, and consists of an

obnoxious or nauseating odor to drive away the intruder.

Effects are subjective in nature, and can be ignored.

3.6.3 Central Nervous System Depressants

3.6.3.1 Sernyl

Inhalation of an aerosol containing 1,000 mg-min/cu.m.

of Sernyl may sedate an intruder, but the time to

produce the effect is unknown. Maximum effect would be

tranquility and sedation. The effect could vary widely

among individuals.
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3.6.3.2 Phenothiazine

Phenothiazine tranquilizers exhibit high

neuroleptic potency and have been investigated as a

possible incapacitant for limited operations.

Phenothiazine in proper dosages will quickly

incapacitate a subject. Onset could occur in less than

three minutes.

3.7 Physical Barriers

Active and passive barriers can be used to delay or deny access

to an area or building.

3.7.1 Rubble Piles

An explosive actuator is used to drop a hinged roof

containing rubble into a passageway, which could

effectively delay or deny intrusion.

3.7.2 Door Relocking Hardware

Door relocking hardware functions as a back up to

normal door locking mechanisms. The system includes an

internal locking system capable of independently bolting

doors to jambs, header and threshold, using explosive bolt

mechanism. The thruster assembly consists of a piston and

cylinder arrangement containing a pyrotechnic pressure

cartridge, which, when ignited, drives a piston outward

t with great force into matching holes in the door frame.

The piston is locked into place once it is extended.

Complete destruction of the door is necessary to gain

access; thus, the system can only be used on doors which

are sufficiently attack-resistant to delay the intruder.
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3.7.3 Concertina Portcullis

Barbed tape is mounted on an angle iron frame and

stored on the ceiling between access points and protected

items. The portcullis is lowered, presenting 18-inch

diameter coils extending from the floor to the ceiling,

which must be penetrated to gain access.

Penetration of barbed tape requires considerable skill

and equipment (manual bolt cutters and protective

clothing), and is also a psychological deterrent.

The concertina portcullis deploys at an extremely slow

rate, lessening hazards if accidentally activated.

3.7.4 Folding Barrier/Gate

An alternative portcullis concept uses expanded steel

mesh on screens extended across avenues of. approach.

3.7.5 Pyrotechnic Door Lamina (Pyrotechnic Pellets)

Pellets composed of potassium permanganate and silicon

are loaded on the back of a door to completely cover the

surface. Upon drilling the door, the pellets ignite. A

hypergolic system of potassium permanganate-polyvinyl

chloride pellets and a glycerin-alcohol solution produce

heat, and expulsion of hot gas through the door. The

pellets can also be utilized to initiate a pyrotechnic

smoke device.

Burn rate and gas production can result in severe over

pressure on the door, Itself, causing it to open.
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3.8 Combination Barriers

3.8.1 Stabilized Aqueous Foam Generator and Tear Gas (CS2)

Foam as a carrier for tear gas has potential

application. Agent CS, when treated with water resistant

coating, is called CS2. CS2 placed on the skin in foam

produces an intense irritation. Effects would combine the

visual field blanking of foam with the incapacitation

effects of Agent CS. The most promising commercial foams

exhibit expansion ratios of 1:500 to 1:700 with CS2

embodied. The foams remain stable for several hours. The

CS2 is sprayed as a dry powder on the foam screen.

Agent CS2 is extremely persistent. Decontamination is

accomplished with water spray from a fire hose. As the

surfactants concentrated in the foam collapse, they 
react

with the hydrophobic coating of Agent CS2, resulting in

hydrolysis of the CS2, and providing effective

decontamination.

3.8.2 Cold Smoke Generator and Portcullis

Visual field blanking by Cold Smoke generation combined

with the visually demanding tasks presented by the

portcullis barrier can be an extremely effective means of

delay or denial.

3.8.3 Aqueous Foam and Portcullis

Similar to the Cold Smoke and portcullis described

above.
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3.8.4 Line Source Smoke and Tear Gas Rope

The use of smoke and tear gas in rope form may be used
for area denial. The smoke rope is a thin plastic tube
filled with a CS pyrotechnic composition and an inner fuse
wire which burns the chemical filler to produce a white
smoke. The white smoke consists of ammtonium perchiorate,
ammonium chloride, and zinc oxide. A pull wire fuse with
5-7 second delay is used to produce a 10' x 10' wall for 2
seconds (minimum) in calm wind. The rope is 3/8" in
diameter and weighs 25 grams per foot. A standard
commercial package is available in 250-foot lengths.

The effects on an intruder include visual field
blanking and irritation.

Line Source Smoke and RCA Rope could start fires and
have a tendency to self-ignite. One of the combustion
products of the rope is zinc chloride which could cause
injury to unprotected personnel after long-term exposure.

4. Personal Safety

Self-protection techniques can be employed to thwart assault, rape,
and other crimes against a person. Such techniques include the use of tear
gas, self-defense techniques such as any of the martial arts, screaming or
blowing a whistle, and the use of legal weapons. Self-protection requires
training, and should be used only as a last resort; it is better to try to
avoid being in a position where such techniques may have to be used.

Applicability Analysis

The applicability of each method is determined for each crisis
relocation phase (preparatory, relocation, attack, return, resettlament)
and for each area (risk, host). ResultU of one such analysis are shown in
Table 1-8.
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Feasibility Analysis

Each technique is examined for feasibility of technical, operational,
legal, political, and cost factors. The results of one such analysis is
summarized in Table 1-9. No technique was rejected as a result of this
particular analysis, because most of the techniques are already in use, or
are well along in development. The feasibility analysis is used as a basis
for selection by a particular jurisdiction.

As part of the feasibility analysis, a judgmental ranking is made of

the applicability of the techniques to the potential criminal activities
identified earlier. The results of one analysis are shown in Figure 1-1.

In this figure, the techniques applicable to each crime are indicated by a
number; that number indicates the relative ranking of the technique against
the other applicable techniques for that crime - a "1", is best. Again,
this ranking is intended as a guide -other techniques may prove, or have
been proven, to be better in a particular Jurisdiction.

1-5 Conclusions

Because each jurisdiction has a unique crime prevention situation, no

recommiendations can be made with regard to specific techniques. It 1s

suggested, however, that a crime prevention element be incorporated in the
crisis relocation plan prepared by a jurisdiction.

The crime prevention element can be developed using the following

planning approach:

1 - Identify potential criminal activity during the various ph'ases of

a crisis relocation period.
2 - Set goals and objectives for prevention of crime.

3 -Prioritize the potential criminal activities; that is, determine

which crimes should receive the most, and which the least,

attention.
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4 - Identify effective crime prevention techniques.

5 - Identify resources needed to implement the techniques.

6 - Prepare a plan--the crime prevention element of the crisis

relocation plan--to obtain the resources needed and to
implement the crime prevention techniques.

Crime Prevention during crisis relocation is not just the
responsibility of law enforcement professionals; as in normal times,
prevention of crime is everybody's job. Any technique which reduces
workload on public safety personnel will allow better use of resources
during the crisis relocation period.

In summary, crisis relocation is chaotic at best - just the sort of

environment in which criminal activity flourishes. Crime can be prevented
by using techniques which involve citizens, volunteers, public safety
professionals, and technology. Prevention of crime is an important part of

crisis relocation activities; and, as such, should be an element of the

crisis relocation plan for each jurisdiction. This part of the Guide has/
presented one approach to identifying crime prevention techniques suitable
for your Jurisdiction -it is up to you, now, to do the planning.
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PART 2

PENAL SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

2-1 INTRODUCTION

This portion of the Guide examines various alternatives for the
disposition of prisoners during a crisis relocation period. The
alternatives are suitable for municipal and county jails, and for state and

federal prisons. Even in non-crisis times, jails and prisons are over-
crowded--relocation of prisoners from risk'areas will further burden host

area facilities--hence the need to identify and plan for alternative
dispositions.

2-2 PRISONER DISPOSITION CONSTRAINTS

Introduction

Disposition of prisoners incarcerated in a risk area will not be

unrestricted; certain constraints will affect whether and where prisoners

will continue to be institutionalized. Such constraints may be imposed
by moral considerations, constitutional and legal requirements, prison

and Jail facility limitations, and characteristics of the prisoners,
themselves. A number of possible restrictions which may apply to the

disposition of prisoners during a crisis relocation period are described
herein. Since some of the constraints identified herein may bo. modified or
even ignored in an actual operation, all may not be applicable.

Discussion

For ease of identification and description, constraints on the penal

system are grouped into three major categories: societal - those imposed

by society through the Constitution, legislation, and/or moral persuasion;

conditional - those imposed by the available accommodations and the
physical environment; and individual - those imposed by characteristics of
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the prisoner and/or the reason for incarceration. Within each of these
categories, the constraints are identified, described, and examples cited.

A listing of the constraints is shown in Table 2-1.

Societal

A civilized society guarantees hmane treatment of its members

through a set of moral rules. In American society, these rules are

contained in the Constitution of the Unitec States, which is the

seminal source for all law. Federal and state law, and

international law, to which the UniteO States is a signatory, must

not contravene the Constitution. With regard to treatment of

prisoners, the Constitution contains guarantees in Article IV

(Sections 1 and 2); and Amendments 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14 (Section

I).

Since law affecting prisoners varies among the states, the

Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war

(Geneva Convention 11, Augustl12, 1949) may be used as one model

for legality in the treatment of prisoners. (Each jurisdiction

should use the law applicable in its state.) This convention

contains requirements which could apply to prisoner treatment during

crisis relocation in Articles III, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XIX, XX, XXI,

XXII, XXIII, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXIV, XXXVIII,

XLII, XLVI, XLVII, XLVIII, XLIX, L, LI, LII, LIII, LV, LXXI, LXXII,

LXXV, LXXVI, LXXVII, and LXXXVII. An additional model - the "United

Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners" may

also be used. This standard contains requirements in rules 6

through 94.
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TABLE 2-1

PENAL SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

Societal

* Constitutional - rights and sanctions

* Legal - laws and regulations

M oral - approval, disapproval

Conditional

* Facilities - type, capacity, suitability

• Environment - climate, weather

Individual

* Criminal - reason for incarceration, criminal record, time
remaining until normal release

Personal - age, health (physical, mental), behavior, useful
skills, location of imediate family
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Moral constraints are those which may be more restrictive
than those imposed by law (without violating the law), or those
which may interpret or amplify the law. Examples of such

constraints are: number of prisoners in a cell (double- or

triple-ceiling), visitation privileges, prisoner segregation, etc.

Conditional

Constraints arising frown, and/or influencing, the conditions
within the penal system can be grouped into two categories: those

which are associated with the facilities, and those which are

associated with the environment. Some of these are placed by the

societal constraints described above. Examples of facilities

contraints are: type- prison, jail, juvenile detention, minimum

security; capacity - whether or not there is room for additional
inmate population; and suitability - whether the type and capacity
of a particular facility are suitable for the prisoners to be
housed.

Environmental constraints in-;ude the weather and climate.

Harsh conditions may make some available facilities unsuitable;
this aspect is covered in the societal constraints, also.

Individual

Disposition of prisoners may vary depending on characteristics
related to the prisoner. These characteristics may be grouped as

criminal, and personal.

Criminal characteristics may include: reason for

incarceration, prior criminal record, time remaining in sentence,

etc.

Personal characteristics may include: age, physical and

mental health, behavior while incarcerated (e.g., trusty status),
skills useful to society during the crisis relocation period, and
location of imediate family.
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To give an example, certain prisoners may be employed, with
minimum security or with outright release, in building expedient

shelters in the host area; if they are, say, physically and
mentally healthy, with no record of violence, and possess a useful

skill such as carpentry or plumbing. On the other hand, a felon
serving a second sentence for armed robbery would best be detained
in a maximum security facility in a host area.

2-3 PRISONER DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

Introduction

A number of approaches which might be used for prisoner disposition
in the risk and host areas are discussed herein. Also discussed are
several prisoner characteristics which might be used to determine which
disposition approach would be appropriate.

Alternative Dispositions

There are three major alternatives for prisoner disposition:
retention in the risk area, relocation to the host area(s), and release
into the general populace. Within each of these major alternatives, there
are several sub-alternatives or choices.

retention in risk area:
If prisoners are to remain in the risk area, they may be
retained in the facilities which they currently occupy or

they may be congregated in fewer facilities.

relocation to host area(s):
If prisoners are to be relocated to host area(s), they may
be housed In existing detention facilities and/or they may
be housed in segregated temporary facilities.
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rel ease:
If prisoners are to be released, they may be released under
parole, probation, or bail, depending upon their detention

status at the time of release.

Whatever the disposition, prisoners can also be used as a resource to
provide needed work in relocation activities.

Discussion

1 - Retention in the risk area:

This alternative is not acceptable on societal or conditional

grounds. This action is inhumane to prisoners and is prohibited
by the 1949 Geneva Convention (Article XXIII). The United
Nations Standard Minimua Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
does not specifically address this situation, but does specify

health accomodations for prisoners (Rule 10). Further, even if
this alternative were acceptable on societal grounds, prison
support personnel would be required in the risk area; no civilian
could be expected to undertake such an exposure to blast and/or
radiation.

2 - Relocation to host area(s):

This alternative is acceptable on societal and individual

grounds. Relocation of prisoners is a comonplace event,
although usually not in such large nmbers; and should pose no
major legal, operational, or political problems. Temporary

overcrowding of host area facilities may occur, requiring double
or triple-ceiling, or possible use of temporary facilities for
detention, such as mothballed military barracks or even ships.
In some cases, it may be necessary to house prisoners normally
requiring sgregation with the general prison population.
Additional support persow l, such as guards, psychiatrists/
psychologists, and clergy, my be required. These can be
obtained from the risk area.
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Certain prisoners may be used in relocation activities, such

as construction of expedient shelter, maintenance and repair of

public facilities used as shelters and expedient housing, food
preparation and serving, and other public services. Selection of
these prisoners will depend on the services required and the
abilities of the individual prisoners (for example, carpenters
can do carpentry, electricians can do electrical wiring and
repair, etc.); and upon the offense(s) for which the prisoner is
incarcerated (drug offenders should not be used in hospitals, for
example). Use of prisoners for work within the host community
will require support personnel and facilities to transport and

oversee the prisoners while outside the prison facilities;
however, use of prisoners for relocation activities may reduce

the workload on other segments of the host area, such as in the
trades and services.

Plans and procedures must be worked out for federal, state,

and local prisoners, and integrated into the local crisis
relocation plan. Usually, each jurisdiction is responsible for
its prisoners (federal for federal, etc.); but in a crisis,
responsibilities might be shifted to make maximum use of
resources, such as transportation and support personnel.
Policies and guidelines for prisoner relocation to host areas
should include:

transportation
protection

segregationIs: adequacy of facilities
criteria for prisoner utilization in work force
- type of crime
- behavior
- skills
- age

- sex
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3 -Release of Prisoners:

This is acceptable on individual and conditional grounds, but
may not be acceptable on societal grounds. V

Certain prisoners could be released on bail, probation, or
parole, depending on the type of crime, length of prison term
remaining, behavior while incarcerated (for example, trusties
would be more likely to be eligible than non-trusties), and
possibly the existence of close relatives in or near the host
area. Such action would be based on individual case-by-case
review.

Release of prisoners may be viewed as unacceptable by the
citizens of the host commtunity, without proper safeguards; for
example, improved crime prevention efforts, such as those
described in Part 1 of this Guide.

Release of prisoners into the general populace of the host
area(s) must be carefully considered. Federal, state, and local
authorities have control of and responsibility for their
respective prisoners; but jurisdictional bounds will be crossed

in relocation, especially city and county, but state boundariesI
may also be crossed. Parole and/or probation criteria and
supervision will have to be worked out between jurisdictions.
Release criteria must be set up a priori so that consistency will
result; including:

* type of crime
* length of term remaining

* degree of rehabilitation
. behavior
* relatives in or near host area
* age
* health - physical, mental
* useful skills
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Workload Reduction

Reduction of workload for law enforcement, judicial, and corrections
personnel can be obtained through the use of the following techniques:

Combined detention facilities - Although the nationwide
ratio for number of prisoners to correctional personnel is
approximately 1.68 to 1, this ratio varies among the states
from 0.64 to 3.44(l). A higher ratio; that is, fewer guards
and support personnel, could probably be used for a short
term, accompanied by procedural changes to reflect the
increased risk.

* Release of prisoners - This will reduce workload on
corrections personnel; but may, if not planned properly,
increase law enforcement and judicial workload.

* Use of volunteers - Many law enforcement agencies have
civilian auxiliaries which are used for traffic and crowd
control and other services, and there are also citizen
participation programs, such as neighborhood watches. These
resources could be mobilized in the risk and host areas
(except during the attack phase) to perform these and other
functions. Training of volunteers must be conducted prior
to a crisis, so that professionals will not be burdened with
training during a crisis.

* Crime prevention techniques - Many of the crime prevention
techniques identified in Part 1 of this Guide can result in
workload reduction for law enforcement personnel, especially

()Computed from data in "Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics -
1980% U.S. Department of Justice, 1981. Data are for 1978.
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the techniques which us ehaia meansfo
surveillance and reporting reduction of opportunity for
crime, and target hardening.

Combined courts - Reduction of judiciary personnel can[-
result in combining courts and use of "circuit riders" in
the host area(s) and in the risk area (except in the attack
phase).

Based on probable benefits, these techniques are judgmentally ranked as

follows:

1 - crime prevention techniques

2 - volunteers

3 - combined detention facilities
4 - combined courts
5 - prisoner release.

2-4 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made regarding prisoner disposition
during a crisis relocation period:

I No prisoners - local, state, or federal -should be retained in

the risk area.

2-Each jurisdiction should make plans for disposition of the

prisoners for which it is responsible. These plans should

include:

* host destination for each individual prisoner

* responsibilities of risk and host jurisdictions for
prisoners
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* transportation medes

* custodial protection during transportation

* assignment of corrections personnel

. utilization (if any) of prisoners during relocation

period

* custodial protection during utilization (if any)

* use of volunteers

* criteria for release of individual prisoners

3 - Each Jurisdiction should make plans to reduce the workload of law

enforcement, Judicial, and corrections personnel. Plans should

include the following elements:

use of crime prevention tAchniques to aid in law

enforcement

use of volunteers in law enforcement, corrections, and

the Judiciary

* cmbined detention facilities to reduce numbers of

corrections facilities

. procedural changes, If necessaary, in coabined detention*

facilities to accommodate higher prisoner/guard ratios

Scombined courts

prisoner release; Including criteria for release,

probation and parole procedures.
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Such plas should be created prior to an emergency, ad should be
coordinated within a region so that plans within potential risk and host
areas are compatible, and plans for federal,* state and local jurisdictions
are also compatible.



APPENDICES

A - The Constitution of The United States

B - Geneva Convention (III) August 12, 1949
Article XXIII

C - United Nations Standard Minimam Rules
For Treatment of Prisoners
Rule 10
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APPENDIX A

THEf CONSTITTON OF THE UNITED STATES

We the People of the United Status, in Order to form a the United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an
more pefet Union, etablish Justice. inur domuesi Trm- Inabitant of that StaM for which be shell be chosmn
Wilty. provide for the coms defence, promote the pa!The Vice Prsident of the United Statues shall be President

awi, and aec- the Blemiwof Liberty to ourele on f the Senate, but aell have no Vote, unlese they be equally
owr Posterity, do ordaim and establish this Contitution for divied
the United Statues o Amirim. The Sewate shall case their other Officers, and also a Pied-

AI6~ ~ dent proz oe in the Abence of the Vice President, or
A&Ude IwhomtheOdle ofPresident of the United

Stat.
Section 1. All legislative Powers hIn IWanted shag be The Senate sael! have the sole Power to try ean Impeach-

vete in a Congress of the United Statue, which shall swa aate. When sitting for that Purpose. they shall be on Oath
of a Senate and Homes of Representative. or Affirmation. Whem the President of the United Statues 6

Section 2. The Nouse of Ripre1satativesaba ecmposd triaL th Chief Justiceshall preside: And no Person shall be
of Members chooe ey nd Yewt b thdopl of the coveblwithout the Concurrence of two thirds of the Mem-
severe! State., and the = in each = Ievhel a the bu rseatQualifciese requnisite for Electiors of th most numow %ug n inam of Imec enahlnoetndfr

Brnh fth taeLegislature. thur thnto removal from Ofcaddioqusliflcation to hold
No Peiso Wb" be a Reprmentative who shall met have and enjoy any OMfic of honor, Trust or Profit under the

attained to the Ageof twet A"v Years and beoa seven United State: but the Party convicted shAill nevertheles
Yeam a Cities ofid United tat.m h salel notk when be labia and subject to indctet, Trial judgment and
elected, be an Inhabiteat cat that Stat in which be sdal be Punishment. according to law.
chosen Sectio 4. The llamas, Piaces and Manner of olitElec-

Repremetative and direct Tes salel be apcto~ hmu for Senators and Repreematative., shell be ~Ldi
among the @evoidl Stat which ay be In1-1 iti this each State by the Leogislature thereof; but the cconges may

Unoaccording to their rspectiv Numbere, which abel be a ,n time by law make or alter such Regulations, except
determinedM baditthahl Number of free Pues asto the Plause at chow"n Senas.

whling thoeebon to Service for a Toms of 704=,an The Coges oguable at Wea once in every Year,
ecuigIndians not tamed, threm fif the c a other Pera, and moau tnuhalb nth MMna m eebr
Te Enumertion do enbwti heYm uls oapita diffearent'after the first Meigof the Cougmes of the United Status, a 6 Zok shallbe th Judge of =Election.,

and within = subsesquent Term of ten Yeats, in such Man- Retuns and uafiao of its own Members and a Ma
nor as.~ direct.La The Number ofDeaena jority c of e ach cositt a Quorum to do Bushaln ; but

tivs aan ot mced oe fr eerythity houand bu a naler puaeemay adjourn from day to day. and may
each State sealf hame at lemet me Repreecntteve a until be autbes;e to ompel the Attendance of abeent Members,
such enumeratio shal! be made, the Nkift of Now ape Irin mush Manner, end sne ush Penaltis an ech House may
dal® be entle*d to choum thre, Womscteb eigt Roe provide.
Iland end Providenoce Plantation@ one, Conetctlw, nach HEus my determine the Rules of ite Proceeding.
Now-York aix, New f oureghDa. Its Members for disorderly Behaviour, and, with the

wexe oneb Marlan W MCeria AVe. of. two thirlds, a ember.
South1 Carolina s e n si Eah House shall bee ornnausl of its Proceedig. and

When vaaae apnI h sr~nalafo n droies tsoies pbilth exeptin such Porte se
Stat the Emecuive A trity thra ilb rt f myIn terJdm t qpeSeeea the YeeandiElton to two" suhveasc Nay or theMmbscWete Hous on any qustion shall,

The House of RerssttVeeb chn thiresaa and atth Dedre on 11fth of thoem Present, be entered on the
other Oflis; end dilbave theeslaPower LiIpahet Journel.

SIn -. The1 Sente of the United States dilhe case -NMee House, durin th ems o gre., shal, with.-ow of twoumontors from each OWaNe ehimen by te 10161115 oft the Consent of the other. adjourn for marn than three
tmr thereof, for aim Yoms; end auiL Seator seal have -n day. nor to any other Plae than that In which the two
Vote, H ushdil!be atis

Imdaeyafter they dia be msnbisi In Ceauna Section 6. Theaors and Rersnatvsaelteev
of the firs Eletion, t%(odilbe dvde as equallyu my a Compmtldon for their Be vim to be artained by Law,
be into three Claim. Bo of the at e " and pid out of the Treasury of the United Stat.. They
Chu 11el! be vM6te at the Empirotisd o pencd year dia in all Cme, seup Trem, Foyellrec o h

ofthe esdC at theaqdno of the fourt Yewr, enu Peae ber prilge from& Aof dn theiAtednea
Ciges i the im Tar as hat te, baes pd thei reIe rres e sad thir Atoendnea

ofe thir chse eerkando Theeek ew if dtcie ma fo the io em ;dfr Pse oayi or in e~l
ONhaweabuof ea Ovry etuwe din thyoeureterHue hyeeDmtsqendinayohrPee

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ do~n iqhw m ut, h smle thro mayI maOe N Sen o Rsreaetal a bd . dWN in h lm o
audi Vam~es. theA f the UsuL Staue whic d i ae "ks

me w ek" be a enaer who milne e attene Tcrted, o Emoa l a where o bl! have been on-to the Apeo thirty yesm, . ennn Tow;a Cles = i a", e dig musk tim ad no Perso holding any Offie

A-1
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APPENDIX A (CONT-D.)

Mile CAmsttdin of the Uited States
under the United State.. Abe ba Member of either Noue shall not be prohibited by the Congpess prior to the Year oe
during ble ContInuac In Offim. thomnd eight hundred and. night, but a Tax or duty my

Snes..?. ANlBDlD, for rl Rove shall originfat In be ausedonuhImoatootemeager
the Home of Representatives; but the Senate may propose for eaho erse
or concer with Amadnmnt an on other Bil. The Privilege of the Writ of Haheem Corpue eA" not he

Every Dill which ebsA have passed the Hoom. of Repre- supemded,umlee.when IaCa.. ofRebellion or nveno. th
aestative. ad the Senate. ibel beore It besom Law, be public Saeymy require it.
prementedfto the President of the United States; 11f he p-No Dill of ttainder or ox post facto Law sael be pined.

sce e salsga it. but If not he shall retur It. with la No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, uslas
ObN -nto that Hom In which it shall have on Proportion to the COMM or Enumeration herein before

who ate r the Ohl-1 otla n their Jodirected to be taken.
proeed to re-pmide t._Ud~ sink deat two No Tax or Duty ehall be laid on Articlee exported from amy
thirds of that Hotie shall acree to pmg h il it shell be Stae.
aut, together wit the Objeto. to the other House, by No Preference shall beilve by any Regulation of Con-
which it ahal Uikewle be reo Ir, and It approved by =mene or Revenue to the Porte of one State over the of an-
two thirds of that Home, it thal beam a Law. But ina other. nor "hl Verna. bosed to, or from. -a State. he
auek Cm the Veo of both Hlon doll be daterminisd by obliged to enter, chear, or pay Duties in another.
yam and Na, and the~q ccaao the Peate voig o . Weo Money shall be drawn from the Treasury. but in Coa-
against the B AD bhl e entered on the Journal of echHme equence ol A ~ made by Law; and a regula
respectively. f any Dill a"e not be retane by the Pred- Statment and amontethe Reedipto and Expendituree of
dent within ten Days (Sundays aeeopted) after It sall have all ie Moan shall bullsbhed from thme to times.
bae presented to hiss, the Sm shall be a Law, in Him Man- ale Title of Noblt p eganted by the United States:
ca If h e had signed %t ualnla the Congre.. by their Ad- And no Peat holding ay Officso Poi or Trustude

junnt prevent its Return, In which Cm= It shall not be a them, abeD, without the Cnat of the Coegreee accept of
aW.. any pemeat E-mblment 0mmo or Tile. at any kind what-
Every Order, ReAmlution, or Vote to which the CQ er~ eve, Itom any inPrisne or foreign State.

of the Senate and Home of Rprentl.mabeeuay Section 10. NO State ;Q enter into any Treaty Alliance
(excpt n aqumlono djornmnt)ael be prated t orConfederation; grat I.Atters of Marque adRepial:

the Preeldent of the United S=te ndbfr the Same an coins Maw, omi EIr. of Credit; = maeny Thing but toldt
take Efact, sall be approved by him, or being dlIpr-e and, silverCon a Tender in Paymenut of Debts: pms aay-Bill
%2y hiallD be reIned by two thirds of the Senat and of Attainder, ox Poet facto Law, or Law impairing the 0blip-
Homge of pratadive.according to the Hula and Limits- tiun of Contracts, or greet angy Title of Nobility.

timpr~clbdlthe Ca.m ofa BilL No State saek without the Comment of the Congree, lay
Section L. The Congress ehaR have Power To lay and ml- any 1_mpomtI or Dudea on Imports or Exports, except what

lot T~ Dutio., I spoate ma Zxcine. to pay the Debts may be abuolutely neesary for executing it's impection
andprvie orthe com= Delmen and geneira Welfar of La: and the net Prodme of all Dutiqe and Imposts. laid

the Uiniteditates; but all Dutie., Inmfte and Excinasahall by any State on Impo -e or Exports. Aal be for the Use of
be vmiform throughout the United Stage; the Tressury of the United State.; and all atub Law. shall

To Borrow Money on the Credt of the United State.; beosbec to the Reviein, and Controul of the Congres.
To regulate Commarme with foreign Naticn., and amn No Stabe ebaL, wihu the Conment of Coagrea.. lay any

the aevewn State, and with the Indian Trof;Dtya Tonnage. beep Troop. or Ship ot War is time of
To establish an uniforme Rule of, Nauelatu ad gi- P aw.. etrto mny Agremnt or Compact wit another

form Lawn on the subjeot of Bankrpea hogot h tt.o withs a fersikaowr or esop" in War. unmi.. actu.
United States; ally Invaded, or in auth inminent Danger - will not admait of

'ro Cola Money, regulate the Valu theret A of A1.delay.
0Ca, and fix the Standard of Weighte and -Ada1

To provide for the Pushmmn of conei -ting 6he ae- M~l
cuitlon and currenat Cola d ofh United State; Section L The exctve Power Ae be vsated in a Pyes.

To establish Post Ofilm and pm osta dent of the United State of America. Ho shall hold his Office
TO p R mote the Prga of Science an"meu Art, by during the Tome of four Years. and together with the Vice
M.urn for limte Tim to Authee and Inyveo.e ox- Pv iat. chosen for the uams taem be elected, a follows

elmve igt t teirrepeeiv Writings end Devrh; Each Stat shall appoitin auch Manner a. the Legielature
Tom coeieTiunl neirt the Cor.tera a di'ct Nme of Eletor, equel to the whelp
TO dam, andpm t Pirele mid Pleicmmltte on Number of Senator. end Rasproaentativee to which the State

the high Som, and 01mm agalnt the Lwof Nation.; may he entitled In the Congress: but no Senator or Repre
To dade,.e War, grat lAtter of M n & . itde or Perao holding an Offlm of Truat or Profit under

ad make Rules concerning Capue on mLundth United State. ael be apited an Eleto.TO rale. and uppRt &Aamis but no Arpito J The Elactore shall meet In tero Fve Statues and "o
Mony to that Use dbel be for a legrTerm thntwo Yarm; by Ballot for two Pene. of whom oe at leow asll not be

To provide and maintain a Nv;an Inhabitant of the emen State with themselve. And they
TO ake Rale for the Uoenmn and Regulatiofa the sae make a Liet of all the Peru. voe for, and of the

lan an- aa en. Number of Vote for ach; which Liot they ahall upg and
of the Union, euppree. Insurrections ad repelI av dee. at th utd tt directed to the President of the Seat

To provide for orgenlaing, armaing. and dleeplinlg. th The Pelat of the Senate oal!, in the Proance at the
Mi itiad frgvnigaudi Part W them a. m he em- Sena end Hlopie of Representative,~e all the CerMf-
play Servict e of the United state, mno 'er~ to th em m ae.nd the Vote. saell then hem 6The?* Peru s bar
Saethe Aseaemeat of the end the In d tgreamist Number of Vote.sbl be the4 Pfet, it

puhon t W f tbinn tleiAl tobo teuhNmbe ae Majority of the whole Number of Daectare
rleby Coupe..;f thene be more than am who have aich

Toenewe neoleLAgleltie In @11 Came whweer an eulNumber at Votee. thea the
Over satlictt(o eeding ten Mile. uqenre) a my, Homne -- doellnatve immedisaely dimes Dyallot
by Celnof priua State. the -a of Con- eme dt themfo President: end afmn Peru ae a ift

tdwo nthedm tigaet eibytl R pne w
an to aede11e K. Auhrt vra leeManne dim e P Ldus But In chusiag the Preel.

*the EM io S11=

To Mkse is Lawn whic ahm he Oft%%r end aforrrofa the Stage shall he ougiyto
Poen --ie Aby this the Gemu n atth the Pelle beviug than eta Nuuber at Vote. of thve Elft.
United Som anym Doeaen or lme ene abe be the -M adint DL ut It then shovid rmd

section?' LIh i -- o mportu n & hu a two or man who hoe" equall Votes, the Seate abel thoe
ay of the State new thin dd dk preper to adm=t frau thee. by blt thge Vice Preeident.
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APPENDIX A (CONT'D.)
The CSMIGMh 1 doe URd Saks

The Cempe.m may deerin the im of ' d *0 11196- to Mhs tho United States11 d"e be & Pesty-4e Cestrover-
toes. ad the Day as whic they dhall give thei VOW; Wh ich m betweem t"eer 1011 Slt. bew s tt and CiI-

- treghettheUa~s Sat. - eshe Sat-bauW m :__ . of dlluet sttun;
No Puree aep a matinal hoas CiII., or a Chnso -ewe Ctl of ofeMOMS Stat d1i-0 Lenmb inder

theUnied tat. a th ti of tdo Adoption of thin Cooed- vAt Of dWam t and betwes. a Stte or the Cfi-
tutiss, ahall be eligibl to the Offis of Proidest; neither sall teet dfelmtte Cilems or Subjes.

aa Pr b eigible to the" Ofie who Sane net have a*_ --n al iiaaigAbeer.ehrpbsMnt
tWined to the Age aity fie Yearn, sad been fourtem adCmhdtesinhskaSAte Me be Party, the

Yearsa Re des dihioh United Slte. Ceoon salel have ealgimel Jurnldm In Athe
In Cms of the Reval of the Ptuudit trm d or of mm '- babandontied, ** moeme Caot salel have

his Death. Re u0a1Wam=0q Inbiit to disah J1 Wl 2sr boh se to Law and Fast. with sucha Dtieof th md 0a' , te s al devolve anm e F ~ a,~ ~3~semteCars
Vise Preiduat, and the Coom r bey low p!'ide for mobe.
the Cass of Rtuemm. Deth. eq r oilt beth The Triel of AN Crmea aesti ae fIpabet
of the Frehest ad Vise PF "d m6 dftlara wha b&Wshtalel be by Juy a uthTr l bhe held in the SUNt
shell than aft s PmeIut "A " Ofiso abell soaft acd- where the saidCm . 4e hae been ammi; but whamlifiuni the Disability he removed, or a Prlemt shell aft committed withi "y Sfle, the Trial doll he at ackhe Prsdn sh~l ata feq Fle s eqP as the Coup..s may b Law have dieced

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ets Prsdn bl,= 6 %%5.dafrb uv Tromm. ngelost the Uife Stafts, abeil a"ise, a Cbellatns whisk he ma I mor only In leving War sislot them or in ader' to0 their
dinished as~n the rio whis he a" have bees jnms givio hmAi n Caembort Me Parsahall he

elete, d h sel na rsave itinthat Peone any ether ovisted, of Tvmms volem aon the l utim y of twe Wit-
Boolumomt tram the Unite1d Slotee eq am of them nm. to thessmovet Mt.e em an ao inam Coat.

3dme be ster on the Uasestiss of hisg5 heabeoll take The Coup.s Sabe"av Power to dsaetePim..~t
the following Oath or Aflrumatisa-"I doelsal awer of Troeem but no Attaladir of Tnsais abell verk Corrup-
(or affirm) that I will Ftl onme tho Node rleab t tdos of Blood, eq Feelture s ptI during the Le of w
of the United Sta061ad will to0 the beat Of My AbiVtMe PONs attaltd.
asverofest and deamd the Calosm fteUi

issws L. The Preelisat abel be Cemmndr In Chiefio AMdc. TV
the Army and Navy *I the United State, ad of the Miitia isetin L Fudi Fait ad Cedt shall be grives In eaoh
of the several Stats, wham alled into the Weta Sarvisa Of State to the pubi0, AWLs Records. and Judicial ft --ed-nIthe United Stats. be may require the Opiniss, in writingother State. 'And the Corns ma Weal Law
of the prinipal Gibler in each of the anetv eatat,,...-.the Mannar In adic sc = = 16 ah a ndPo
upon any Subject rela~t to the Dudas of their repatv vlem o Efec tt lb stil t

Offics, and he abeD havfe Pew to peoat RpArkiv and aeo UCt fmhSaeselb nildt
Pardons for Offen.. avmim the Unitled Stat., 0,ep In el Priilbm and Immunitis of Cithssn In the several States
Cam of impoebmsmto A Fuesob.udnySltwihTessFoyo

Hes shall have Plowsr, by and with, the Advise aid Cemenut ete Crime who Bel Am from JuI'tset ade foundinan
of the Senate, to make Thssth. provldd two dt* ' of the eteotte nblemDmn of the executive Authority of
Sasatos pest concur and hbe n =mb nd by and the sttharm whisk he Sed.be delivere up. tao rmoved
with the Advise and Coseat of ths S an to, the State having Juidctios of the Crime.

Am lasaona, other publie Ml te ad Io~ Nou Pf f uss hald to Ser vi or Labour in me State. under the
the aupre Court, ad eth o fer of thpda tt, aeteet ipng ie anOther abl in CseeseOf

16"Asppointmentoan aret herdin etan mddfr yLvrJsbals hrib lcagdfo uhSn
an hl eaotblahed by Linn but the Ifnte maor e Laboer, shall be delivMd up em Claim of the Party

rlAw vst the Apauof 4 ash IeeO~ee Iets to whom A go veise or Labour m e de
~ inI~'esiestelm intheCeua o La, b~es8. w Sat= maj be admitted by the Cogresor in s of Depeatmet Ito this Uiona b tow ew shell be formed or eceThe Preddus a"e have Powr to. aup all VeMalse that wihnthe Jurisile tl any ether State; net any State be

r h ei f h aae by byn~a th ~Jutm of two or msre State. or Part of
L!TCones ouin the Regslaone of the Staatby.4iA" sholl empire at the lad at their SS MN h M to d ,0121MO b UNSeia goman asveiof the Congres. o n w lSectis L. H* pael free time to dwm give tno eCoMupe. The Cseselhi ee odsoeo dmk

Infertas of the State of theWN and reseamoud to Ineedful an Usguintlase ther or

y tadk "vo heI may, esslom eaeaouoisu zne in thi Cael Kef a , * Mtu ato Preltdift any
eamiem both House oreithir of them ad In Com of Di- Claim of the United =tt. wq of my partecuar State.

graetbetwssms with Repet to the Tim of Ad- Seetion 4. The United tMa hel want.. to every
joumas, e my djormthes. to subhlm eh e St In this Unles a Republiean Farm og Govermenat. and
think~~~ ~~ ,we heta eeyAba ua othr4 ub s bel p q seS oath of them asals toveslss; and on Applic--

Minisma ~e towtb earh t he A* laws tntf i m s of the Leleature. ortof the Eecutive, (when the LAgisl-
mal d, a dbl Cemmhssel theoflesr of th s e mws be mavemd) against demoei Violese.

seeties 4. The Preadas, vin Prset ad anl evi Article V
Momfse of the Unitedj= st.abl be remind from Offee on

othe Hig Crin ad Miduseemdnm it - amrv. tha ppve Amndmemts to this Coned-
otherHigh ii.. d Uleesmee imis, or, on the Applea de of4 the Legielature of two td"

Otof feea tlstheN dm a Ceovead, ftr prNosn

Ameudaste whisk, In eihe Ces abl be vali to ON In-~- ~ ~ed Pppoe a Part of Ob Contitution. whim reied11sclo, . heJW~ Funtofdoby ths "odiuem of thm s e d of the several Stat. or

thatn JI ata*A MdaVla to
Thin "in I Wwhikt .__ 6em 41he ft F dueeastbe11 ebleed afteea ihinte

Iss Low M ed V
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APPENDIX A (CONT-D.)
The CumNtwtut o doh Umitu $sta

Jlust the United Status under this Constitution.a undesr State ad district whoral the ors shell have been @No-
C44hwatm ttled. w"is d Ihus 'be@M have baen previosldy amthad

This Coweltnulsm. and the, Laws of the United Stat.. w"dt by law. and to be bdnmnd at the ature and -um of the
sll be mad. in Fusmes thesu; aed all Tos"e mwd accusation; tW be uadintd wt the witomem spilt him;
or whisk .holl be maede, undet the A% the Uniod tw have sspwpduy process for obtaiaing witam in hm
StaM& All he th eP JApWu La, oh ad the favor, ad to have the Asitnce of Cotusi tor hi. dm..

ith modeorLa'.s of my St atet ieCmu Ammemmt

Th0 lSsmo... mmd Rpmlvebalmt inusd ud Suite at ecmmmi aw. whie the vale in eo. me@
the Msmbm of the seVesmi SteLitum lee sawl oSmad twenty dolisre the right of =bia by le
tive and 1.d OIsom... belt of th i~ tt.adof th saue. n o fect tried, by a Jury. hal w

sevra Sat, hl be beund by l 0hor AhMtma, oa ueai me in any Cout of the United Status, thes ame4
sepet hi Crntuh~; hate, 7%i m et shell oveelgt h us of the ofassma law.

Rik us aQwlats to aMMy 06. pWhb Trust mider
the Unitad 3tt Anodu S

Artlb VII 3hemsil ball dhed not be uequlsd nor enameve Aum

The Rathicalift ON the Csmvamdom of Mms Sest, shall be l~id a rq a ~n1pasmm.l~td
aMihi-at for the latahbsaset of dd Comlilm bewwAakeS

thetsqb Sthe so doom Sam&~ nth awlnia.
th Dtto= Inf~ thum do U a, ommSent Tesomrdo nteCnsiuin f eti

dw -do DW 41~ -0fm ballnt hibe re to deny or dimpswoe esn
brdInd sd Zgsv of th mdse timpsvm by the pseple,
of the United of Amstb 10 TsthI

Names, 72s pow~j., T er wem n o~ to the United Stas by the

mi iprsy ~Comitutisa, mor p odh I t o Stats. aemos uvdand ~n"in=Vk~la s te Sate repadely orto the Pavpia

AssnmUstm 11
(Radlad. February 7. 1796)

MAm16 imdmnt mms- Wh "31 Dome ight. 191 The Jud151.l poe of the United Statesshell net hi m-and forms uW is sd Bl fsBI md isten to amy mult tn law or equity. aoam or
~~ms= -d tfgnmst -m of the United Stan by Melumo of

$morby Clue or Subist of ay Fouage
CUt m @M shelms s law asp~n tMsummt of

1615 or pshhdgthe pr 111 1 or abigg Alsmdonst 12
the tuadmo p=sboo tsb or th ih of the w

people pa ist aml, t i the 05verm- (Badded July 27. 134)
t-tz a Of *h7 Zlecters sllR met in '-airespctve otele sad vetw

Anomaft 2 by balle for Presisent end Vis-posa Ow of hook~ at
immt.rsll m5 jm, n habitnt of the smie stte with ths.

A "R regulated Militia, bei nsa to the seely * me thedsemsir ballet. the oau- vot eor
olaf, Setae. them totd-mw thel alllteia mil hiert lim, of d

smus vo hr in allI pension VOor ta
- be~ ba O u pedsrlloant -a"i fo

No ldlerstshe nUo paseew odl any hms, am of Imae off the Gte Stave. disto
withot athe amouint at the 0'..or i the of wo. but in AdF t Wo lbowo Te hdet OF the Iaaat
a steorto be p wsbyw V3 ft do pws a Me Nisae Of aspuomtA-

the, - ido -1a-sad doe vans thu hi b
AUMW4 0 22S~r4 u.. hb th sestamOtf vats

V~sI ~ b~~ e bed...~a~rh a
lTht t thed peopl to beas' mml P.ww, twm., ofm-aaI* l -wmt; n

papes, sad use isum sw ma abe. us . WAIN*h ss, dhm boahenne. having
mussshll e e iolte. io be sm4 shal do disis bye thb.makuomt

puWti~'g e -b th'Yh twh be w6 = ths by sintt. dou

= a b m

No m bpare smerOwa-Am a be- Isw t.~~"1~ EPA_.?.UIS

Or~m th17-7ier h

.mrnwnswlseata Ofl the

a~7 U emu O I~ex~r of h
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APPENDIX A (CONT-D.)
Mwe Causlitm d the Unktd States

Arnon &t SI osixen and emak Senatm ornl have ace vote. The election
(Ra~ie Decemberg 65) in mblat@Rhvhe mifahesreust for lces

of thu most awuomrn cho the State urs
in the eat.hexecutive authority of such state shal issu

owap punshment fo rme whereafthe~et 51 IiP Write .1 lth to al wuch vatsndle: Provided, That thebase oevic m~sztvkbidtbwb@4. tte., ov*r ltwo of any State may empower the executve thereof
an w~ato hei Juisdctin.to make temporry appointment. until the people fill the

by appoprat lE W havetPmw to 40110 this article vau s by election sts the legislature may diret hby aproprite loimlatThisn .meamemt shall not be so construed as to affectth
Aimem~mnt 4 electio or ter o1 any Senator chose before it become.Asnamlebt 14valid me pert of the Constitution.

(Ratifed July 9. 1868) A ~ t1
Seethen 1. Al hemo ern or nstaall.d in the United RtleJaur1.19)States, and subjet ts~idito thdomctus f(atfe eur 6 99the United States and twrsbawheren tiejyrecds. No Sectiont . After se yeer from the ratification of thisStat. sel matie or euaers. mny law whisk mii abridge the article the manufacture. sale. or trnsporttion of inoxcain

priviee or imm . itis, of citizns. of the united Stats; nor liurswthn the Importation teofnto. or teexprsshall any Stat. depriv, my peea , ifWe, liberty, or prpetFb thereat from the United States and all ter ar suject
without due piece. of law; nor peron within to the Jurisdiction thereof for beverage pupsss heeyIHe Jurisdiction the eqee- prtetion! __ prohbited.

Section. Raprasaststlvaabs bewprim amoum them Seeton 2. The Congress and the several States shell havesevera Stat. according to their rsetve numbers, sount- comaurent power to enfotrce this article by appropriatelag the whale number of pmoba is eahSasWldn esation.
Indisaaot tamed. But = dw h ih to vet. atan e lection LtoS This article shal be Inoperative unless It ishallfor theoice6 of elcosfor redat and vice rednt of haebe aiid as an amendment to the Constitution by
the United States Repreststlva in Congress, the Zxseu theu leualaure of the several State s provided in the Coa-
tive sad Judicial offloers of a State. or the member. of the sisad within seven yeins from the date of the submisionLegislature, thereof, Isnie to my of the mole Inhabitants hereof to the States by the Congness
of such State, bein twaty-mmne yamn of age sad cilseof
the United States or In anm y abrlded eae for pertic- A~mefient 10

theeinshal b reucd i th peparia which the number(RtfeAnet119)
of such male Mas shall beer to t diwh number of male The right of Mitasn of the United States to vote shallaidow twontso).a yag of as In much SWAte not be Ialed or abridged by the United Stabs or by anySection & No peras shell blea Senator or Rlofetai t on asctat of assi mue dler al President sad Vise 116en or oohemshl have power to enforce this article by ipprot-bod n oies ivlor military, umdeu the United States. or priate gsainunder may state, who, baving previsual tbs ma oath a amns"2
ass member =61,,Y Stae leisatre or- eauie or (Patifll5 januar 23. 1IM3

zulw mle ofayStat., to a""porh Constitution of the
United States, shal hve engage an ineectonor rbellion Sectdo 1. The'tr of the President and Vice Presidentgantthe sa, orgivon aidoresiatt to theonemisa these- "haend at eace on the 20th day of January. and the tero
71"Bt Congrea may by a vet of two-thh*d of each Noue, of Seators and Rpresentatves at nOOn on the 3d day of
remve such disablE.pbi aury ftej in whisk much terms would have endedSection 4. The o6w them% eb the united ifti ril a"e been ratfie; and the tert of theirState. istherised by low, icungdebt. -nera for pay- sueeoishall then begin.tof peasn and bouts for WserVie in epuilg Section 2. The Comas shall senbles at leas once in

Inureci o rbelinsall no WWI qusine.D nete very ywer and such meigshall begin at noon on the 3d
the Unit tat nor any State shall imueor pay esj bt day 01 January, unlss they shall by law appoint a diferent
or obligati o Isred in aid of Insurrection or rbeo "L I t.a ntaeAe ond einn ftetagainst the United Stabs, or my clai for the less or emend- 8 f ttetm ie o h einn 1tetr
pW Pto ny e but all sumh debt., obligatios and cim of the Prelat the Presdet elect shall have died thesalbbod advoid. Vise Pouldeat elect shlA bcm President. I a PresintSetion L. The Cengam c"l have pow to eaterm., by shell net have bee hoe before the time Ued for the be-
appropriate, legislation, IMe pr dseso this artil. gi dngo his tewo, or if tdo Prsdn elect shel hove failed

toqafthen the Viceesidn elect shall set se Presidnt
Amendmen 15 untla Fre "n selhvquifd; and the Corrs may

(11attified Feboey S. 15WO) nor aic C Pe=Bdd t e dctshll have quaifed delrlag who
Secio. . heulht~ .. f heUnte .~t dshl hmatum relmt, ordthe ar inwhc one whot

Sua-1 h ih fA fd atdSast is to met shall be osoCsd and emh peme shell act accordvoe doel not he dooded or abrde by the United Staes. or b=*l waFi esident or Vice Proddeait shel have qualfie.oym tt n naet of racm, colse, or poewee cadite its 4. ie~ a -may b law pree hr thu
3e~tien 2 me ~ hov do dm*. Stems pr s1 weat the H~e of

ortiake by ohWpp~ IISIS d imanes bmv deol open these, end for tdo eas of
Aa Mth 1d"te wham the $enooe-ogl dom awaenedver doe it o ahelen

(2~ F1111"ISFYeashe915.-11191es I ad a S i -a " on thue e 1&
The CAEe Wsl have pew to ndseal teas en L & 01 dths eele

nowmo *A uv d glani m 16, =0~le i~i d of1o861) !

med W ~ betd1ioh~ e mnimd d "M lentie 1. The 0sn utl f em t to the
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APPENDIX A (CONT'D.)

The asmi~h dThe ml St~t.

Suanh 3L The oraUa hoperlsuinto hMW amynmt, for 1uda1 for hooldiet or Via. Proidut. or
StuinW Tarulouy. or ponodw of dou Wind Stows far far Sommeor or Rhpiumtuive in Coimo. "u met be

ou1~~r -mdal l teMo ~dMIdu ORUM. In Vilade. ld or abdigud by thdinke Statim or amy Siamsb
theo~hubueuumYem o0111 SaOau to mlay poR tax or othur tax

SueCde.m f bM Suedes L The man~ have, pow to Odom Weu
have busm mdiii a m audi'af by apmpsuim
cmmdow In doe uwual lmloo, ow evdhdinh omd
ton. wihn- arm t bme thoem ate do thuoialo
huemaf fm thu Ita= ~ytecempow. Aammauiomut W5

Ameam~mMM Suede' Is m o h remoeul of teas in frhom

abelw b1 a"#Levu in the oae of
Pamlaul L to rn dol be"I*fwhe hamhede of~ s,,:~,i5~ One upo w aVic

obse of pm~ut ora~ hdm for more than two O
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APPENDIX 8

Gem a Convention' (III)
August 12, 1949

Article XXIII
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APPENDIX C

United Nations Standard inimm Rules
For The

Trealment of Prisoners

Rule 10:
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